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Let / denote the posterior density that results when a random sample of size

n from a d-dimensional location-scale Student’s t distribution (with v degrees

of freedom) is combined with the standard non-informative prior. We consider

several Monte Carlo methods for sampling from the intractable density /, including

rejection samplers and Gibbs samplers. Special attention is paid to the Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm developed by van Dyk and Meng who

provided considerable empirical evidence suggesting that their algorithm converges

to stationarity much faster than the standard data-augmentation Gibbs sampler. In

addition to its practical importance, this algorithm is interesting from a theoretical

standpoint because it is based on a Markov chain that is not positive recurrent.

We formally analyze the relevant marginal chain underlying van Dyk and Meng’s

algorithm. In particular, we establish drift and minorization conditions showing

that, for many (d, u, n
)
triples, the marginal chain is geometrically ergodic. This is

the first general, rigorous analysis of an MCMC algorithm based on a non-positive

recurrent Markov chain. Moreover, our results are important from a practical

IX



standpoint since geometric ergodicity guarantees the existence of central limit

theorems that can be used to calculate Monte Carlo standard errors; and because

the drift and minorization conditions themselves allow for the calculation of exact

upper bounds on the total variation distance to stationarity. Our results are

illustrated using several numerical examples.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 From the Normal to the Student’s t Model

Scientists have built all kinds of models to explain the surrounding world.

Statisticians, in particular, use stochastic models in an attempt to describe

and summarize data; and to predict future observations. The most widely used

statistical models are based on the assumption that the data are normally dis-

tributed. For example, a very simple model might assume that the sample data,

yi, ,yn ,
are realizations of independent and identically distributed (iid) normal

random variables. That is,

!/i ~N(/i,a), i = l,...,n, (1.1)

where // 6 R and a € R+ := (0, oo) are the unknown parameters denoting mean

and variance, respectively. To accommodate more complex sampling designs, the

model in Equation (1.1) can be generalized in many ways. For example, it can be

extended to multivariate scenarios allowing to be vectors (of possibly different

dimensions), or it can be assumed that the mean y is dependent on other variables

(regression analysis). One reason these models have been studied so extensively is

that they can be analyzed relatively easily.

Unfortunately, there are situations where the normal distribution is inappropriate

because of its light tails. A possible solution to this problem is to change the model

in a different direction. Instead of the normal distribution, one can use a distri-

bution with heavier tails. A natural candidate is the Student’s t distribution.

1
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Therefore, can replace the assumption in Equation (1.1) with

yi~t(v,ii,a), i = l,...
t
n, (1.2)

where t(v,y,a) is the location-scale Student’s t distribution (Section 2.1.1) and u is

the degrees of freedom (assumed to be known). This idea is not new. Lange, Little

and Taylor (1989) extensively listed articles and books using different t models,

claiming that the first use dates back at least to Jeffreys (1939), who fit it to a

series of astronomical data. Of course, the assumption in Equation (1.2) can also

be generalized in many ways. Lange et al. (1989) described results from applying

different generalizations of (1.2) to all sorts of real data sets, ranging from the

stack-loss data set of Brownlee (1965) to the traffic-accident data of Draper and

Smith (1981, p. 191). Another modification of the model in Equation (1.2) is given

by Zellner (1976) who considers y (jq, . .
. ,yn )

T
to be multivariate t distributed

with identity covariance matrix, instead of assuming that the individual tiS are

independently t distributed. Notice that, contrary to the normal case, these are not

equivalent models, as it is suggested by Kelejian and Prucha (1985).

Heavier-tailed distributions are especially needed when modeling the high

volatility inherent in financial data sets (see; e.g., Mandelbroit, 1963). In particular,

the market model is a multivariate linear regression extension of (1.2) that relates

the returns on assets
(y )

to an overall market return (embedded in y). Substantial

empirical evidence shows that the market model error distribution should be

heavier-tailed than the multivariate normal (see; e.g., Affleck-Grave and McDonald,

1989). Praetz (1972) considers a similar model that describes the change in the log

of several share-price index series with a t distribution, and compares the fit (by

X
2
-test) to three other models, concluding that only the t model is acceptable, even

at 0.01 level of significance. Many studies concerned with economical or financial

applications, like Fernandez and Steel (2000), use Bayesian t models, changing the
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model of Equation (1.2) to

Vi\^cr ~ t(u, //, a), i = 1,. .
.
,ra;

a ~ 7r(/i, <x),

where 7r(/x, <r) is a (possibly improper) prior. The multivariate version of (1.3) is

the focus of our attention. We assume that given (//, S)
1

,
the vectors y 1 , ... ,yn

are conditionally independent with

(1-3)

iid

Vi l/T £ - td {y , y, E), i = 1, . .
. ,

n;

~ 7t(/X,E),

(1.4)

where td (u, /x, E) represents the d-dimensional Student’s t distribution (whose

density is defined in Section 4.3) and 7r(^, E) oc jEl
-^ is the standard non-

informative prior for a multivariate location-scale problem.

Even though the Student’s t models are more realistic, there is a practical

limitation to their use: making inferences about /./, and a is not as straightforward

as in the normal case. For example, the maximum likelihood estimators of y,

and a in Equation (1.2) are not available in closed form. Similarly, there is no

known exact method to sample directly from the posterior distribution resulting

from Equations (1.3) and (1.4). A possible solution to these problems is to apply

the EM algorithm to (1.2) or a Gibbs sampler to (1.4). We concentrate on the

Bayesian paradigm and give some answers to the question of how to sample from

the posterior distribution associated with Equation (1.3).

Geweke (1993) was among the first to study a Bayesian t model with indepen-

dent errors, but a mistake in the main result invalidates his proof of the propriety

1 Throughout the dissertation, we use bold for variables that are vectors or ma-
trices
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of the posterior. Geweke (1993) was also among the first to suggest a Gibbs sam-

pler to get draws from the posterior and to actually apply his results to a real

data set involving U.S. macroeconomic time series, studied by Nelson and Plosser

(1982). van Dyk and Meng (2001) and Meng and van Dyk (1999) show how to

improve on the standard Gibbs method for sampling from the t posterior, but they

do not deal with the problem of the propriety of the posterior.

1.2 Outline

The purpose of this dissertation is to present and compare different Monte

Carlo methods for sampling from the posterior resulting from Equation (1.4). The

organization is as follows.

In Chapter 2 we define the most general version of the Student’s t model that

will be considered herein, and we prove a result that guarantees the propriety of

the posterior. We then show how to use classical Monte Carlo methods in order to

sample from the posterior, and illustrate with some examples.

Chapter 3 deals with MCMC methods of getting draws from the target poste-

rior associated with our model. We first introduce the standard data-augmentation

algorithm, and then we attempt to explain the new MCMC methods developed by

Meng and van Dyk (1999), van Dyk and Meng (2001), and Liu and Wu (1999).

In our view, these papers did not provide a rigorous foundation for these new

methods. In this chapter we attempt to lay such a foundation.

Finally, in Chapter 4, we state and prove our results about the geometric

ergodicity of van Dyk and Meng’s algorithm.

Before moving to Chapter 2, we conclude this chapter with a brief description

of various methods for obtaining draws from an intractable density.

1.3 How to Sample from an Intractable Density

Suppose we are given a density, f(9), where 6 G 0. We may be interested

in computing a particular numerical characteristic of /, like its mean or standard
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deviation; but sometimes, the complexity of the expressions may not allow us to

do the computations directly. In such cases, there are several methods for esti-

mating or approximating the properties of interest of /. These include asymptotic

approximations, numerical integration, and sampling. Sampling methods (also

called Monte Carlo methods) are ways of generating samples from a density that

equals / or that approximates /. Using such samples, we can estimate the charac-

teristics of the target density, /. For example, if we denote the sample by 9o, # 1 ,
•

,

then there are strong laws of large numbers that guarantee (under some regularity

conditions) that

f g(0)f(0)dd a.s.,
n

*=o

as n —> oo for any integrable function g : 0 —» M.

There are many different sampling methods. In some cases, it is possible to

sample directly from /, and thus obtain an independent and identically distributed

(iid) sample. When direct sampling is infeasible (especially when we don’t know

the normalizing constant of /), a possible way to get iid draws from the target

density / is the rejection sampler. Here is a brief description of this method.

Suppose we know how to sample from the density h{0), 6 £ 0 (often called a

candidate) and we also know that
j
<M<ooV0e0. Then the basic algorithm

of the rejection sampler consists of performing the following steps:

1. Generate 6 from h

2. Generate u from U(0, 1)

3. If uMh{9
) < f(8), then return 9

,
or else go to 1.

More details about this algorithm, along with some examples and a proof that it

returns iid samples from /, can be found in Ripley (1987).

In many problems it is impractical or even impossible to get an iid sample, and

then Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is often used. Generally speaking, when

an MCMC algorithm is applied, dependent samples are generated using a Markov
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chain with stationary density /. The most commonly used MCMC algorithms

are the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and the Gibbs sampler, which itself can be

viewed as a special case of the Metropolis algorithm. Tierney (1994) gives a good

overview of MCMC methods for exploring intractable densities.

In this dissertation we consider the special case when / is the posterior density

that results when data from a multivariate location-scale Student’s t distribution

are combined with the standard non-informative prior, van Dyk and Meng (2001)

developed an efficient MCMC algorithm for sampling from /, and provided

empirical evidence suggesting that their algorithm converges to stationarity

much faster than the standard Gibbs sampler. We formally analyze the Markov

chain underlying Meng and van Dyk’s algorithm. Specifically, we derive drift and

minorization conditions, which can be used to get rigorous bounds on the total

variation distance to stationarity, and to do regenerative simulation.



CHAPTER 2

MONTE CARLO METHODS FOR THE STUDENT’S t MODEL

2.1 The Model

In many statistical models, the observations are assumed to be normally

distributed. For example, inference procedures for the classical linear regression

and ANOVA models are based on the normality assumption. In many applications,

however, there is a need for heavier-tailed distributions. In particular, observations

on daily returns of stocks (and financial data in general) prove to be incompatible

with the assumption of normality. The Student’s t model is a relatively tractable

heavy-tailed alternative.

2.1.1 Definition

The model we consider is as follows. Let // and E denote a d x 1 mean vector

and a d x d covariance matrix, respectively. Also, let u > 0 be fixed and known.

Assume that, conditional on (fx, E), the d-dimensional random vectors y x , . .
.

,

yn

are iid td{y, /x, E); that is, y x
has density

ftd {yiPA.S)
S |-i

r (^) a*)
t£ l

(vi
-

a*)

~

'

V

Let f(y\fx, E) denote the joint density of y = (yv . .
.

,

yn )\ that is,

n

f(y\n, £) = JJ ftd (yi, v, n, S).

1=1

We take the prior on (/x ,
E) to be the standard noninformative prior for a multi-

variate location-scale problem; that is, 7r(/x, E) oc lEj
-^ (see, e.g., Section 8.2

of Box and Tiao, 1992). We show later in this section that (no matter what the

value of v) the resulting posterior is proper if and only if n > d + 1. Assuming that

7
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n > d + 1, the posterior density is of course

oc

m(y)

^ + _ /X
)TS-1^ _

(
2 . 1

)

i= 1

where

with

m{y)= f [ f(y\p, S)tt(/u,

JS JMd

{

rf(d-t-l) 'I

z G R 2
: unvech(z) is p.d. >

,

where unvech(z) is the symmetric matrix corresponding to the elements of z and

“p.d.” means positive definite. Our ultimate goal will be to draw samples from

(2.1), but before developing methods for sampling we will establish the propriety of

the posterior.

2.1.2 Propriety of the Posterior

We will prove that f(pi, E|y) is proper if and only if n > d + 1. We start with

the following lemma, which seems obvious but could not be found in the literature.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that O C Rp and let {f(x\9) : 9 G 0} be a family of

densities indexed by 9 such that the support, X = {x : f(x\9) > 0}, does not depend

on 9. Let x\, . .
. ,
xn be iid from f(-\9) and suppose that n(9) is an improper prior

density yielding the posterior

f{9\xi , . .
. ,
xn )

oc il f(xi\e)

i=

1

ir(«) . ( 2 . 2 )

If there exists an n! G N := {1,2,...} such that the posterior is proper; that is, such

that

c{xi , . .
. ,
xn>) = /

Je II /W0)
_i=l

n(9) d9 < oo

for all (xi, . .
.
,xnt) G Xn>

,
then the posterior (2.2) is proper for all n > n 1

.
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Proof. If n > n' we have,

H/(zi|0)
,

2=1

7T(9)d0= [
Je

1 [
f{xi\0) \\f(xi\0)

i=i

7r(0) dO

= c(xi, . . .,xn>) /
Je n f(xi\e)

i=n, -\-

1

nr=1 /N0M0) do .

c{x i, . .
.
,X„/)

Now since the quantity in curly brackets is a proper (prior) density on 6, the

integral is finite and the posterior is proper.

Lemma 2.1 can be stated to hold for almost all x\,...,xn (not all x\, . .
. ,
xn ),

but we will omit such technicalities even though we use the lemma when it holds

only outside a set of measure 0. Here is our main result about the propriety of the

posterior.

Theorem 2.1. Let A denote Lebesgue measure in Rd". The posterior,

E| y), is proper for X-almost all y if and only if n > d + 1.

Proof. The goal is to show that

//Js JRd

/(2/|^,S)7r(/x,S)d/xdE < oo (2.3)

for A-almost all y ,
if and only if n > d + 1. Instead of analyzing this integral

directly, we will analyze a related integral that is more tractable. This integral

involves the augmented likelihood, which is based on the so called “missing data”

q := (qi, . .
.

,

qn )

T € Q, where Q is usually a subset of some Euclidean space

(detailed in Chapter 3)

Conditional on (/x, S), let (y{ , qf), i = 1, . .
.

,

n, be iid pairs satisfying the

relations

yMuh ~ Nd
(

/x, —
Qi

9,1^, s ~ r
(5 , 5)

.

(2.4)
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Then the implied joint density of y and q is

f{y, <?l/b £) = II fivMi’ /*> S)

i=

1

and it is easy to see that

/(y,9|A*,S)dqr = /(y|/x,S),

where /(j/|/z, £) is as in Equation (2.3). Therefore,

f [ /(2/|/i,S)7r(/x,S)d/xdS = f [ [ f(y, q\y., £) tt(/u, S) dqdudZ
Js JRd JS J&d JR"

Of course, by Fubini’s Theorem, we are allowed to integrate in any order we like

(notice that the integrand is nonnegative). First,

f{y,Q

_ (?)

nu
2

u-\-d— 2

2

wf'© in
5'

where q. := Y^j=iQj‘ But

I S I

-^ ® -m)
ts- 1

(y, -m)
j

^ Qj(Vj
~ - y) = ^qjyjE

1

yj -2^qjyJS
1

n + q.tA
T
'Z

1

[i

j= i 3=1 j=i

= (m - A)
T
( (m - A) - A

T
A + XJ

S_ 1

A> >

where A = 9-
1

Zj=i QjVj- Thus
>

/ /(y.gl/^EM/x, s)d/x
dlRd

_ (1)^ (n?.,®)^ («•)-*«-*•
(2.5)

n+d —
SI 2 e



Also notice that

11

Xfc3/JS
l

Vj - A
t

(j) A =
j=

i

tr
1

yj
-q.fi

T
'Z

.
1=

1

= tr -w-AA
t

vl= l

We now assume that n > d + 1 and will show that the posterior is proper for

A-almost all y\ that is, we will show that (2.5) is integrable with respect to both

£ and q. To find the integral with respect to S, we use the fact that the Inverse

Wishart density fm<1 n - 1, (X"=1 q^y^yj ~ 9-AA

4.3, integrates to 1. That is, we have

T
-r

| ,
defined in Section

.//JS JRd
f(y, q\n, £) 7r(/x, S) d/2 d£

(ill ntuQtn-.)) w v+d.—

2

2

(<?) 2 e
d -!?

o=i
XI w-yj - ?-AA

1

i=i

n— 1

2

Now, for i = 1, 2, . .
.

,

n, let pi — %. Also, let p* = (P2 ,P3 ,
• • • ,Pn)

T and let P* be a

diagonal matrix with p t on the diagonal. Finally, set

(

{vi -y 2 )

T ^

M (1) =

y (yi - Vn)
1

y/

Now, straightforward calculations show that

1

q-
X W'^7 _ ?AA

n

-i=i

= _ yo) (vi ~ yj)

T ~
(y i

-
A) (s/x - A)

1=1

= m ( 1
)Tp*m (1) - M (

1 )VpIM (1)

T

= m^ t
[p* -p*pj] m (1)

.
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Hence, if n = d + 1, we have

E
3=

1

IjVjVj
- 9-AA

T
<1 m'

i,t
[p.-p.pI] M<«

g.‘‘|M<
1
>|
2
|P.-p.pJ|

9
j |m (1)

|

2 |p,||/-p; 1

p,pJ|

slMOip Ii-p1p.
_1
p.

q
d\M^ fl p,

3=

1

=,.->iM<')|
2

n®,
j=i

where the fourth equation follows from an elementary property of determinants

that can be found in Fang and Zhang (1990, p. 3). Therefore, when n = d + 1 we

have

/(2/,g|/J,£)7r(/i,E)d/zdE
i

_n?=.r(i(i+i-i)) A (I)

1

d(d+ 1 ) H r
(f)

i^_i qjv

Qi
e 2

(
2 .6

)

which is clearly integrable in q. Thus, assuming
|

)T)"=1 (IjUjU] ~ Q 7^ 0 (which

is true for A-almost all y), it follows that the posterior is proper when n — d + 1,

and because of Lemma 2.1 that the posterior is proper for n > d + 1.

Now, to show that the posterior is improper when n < d, denote Q =

Sj=i QjVjyJ
~

9-AA~ and notice that by the transformation Z = £ _1
with

Jacobian J = \Z\~^d+l ^ (see; e.g., Fang and Zhang, 1990), we have

L
2 d£ i^QZ)izi^dz.

Since Z is a p.d. matrix, by the Cholesky decomposition, it can be uniquely

represented as Z = XXT
,
where X is a lower triangular matrix (l.t.m.)
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with positive diagonal elements, and the Jacobian of this transformation is

J = 2d nti Therefore

[ e~^
QZ^\Z\^dZ = 2

d

[ e-^
QXxT

)\X\
n-d~2

f[xlr
i+1dX

Js Jr

= 2
d

[ e
-^l{QXxT) T\xlri+ldX = 2

d

[ e4£?=i
R i= 1 i= 1

xl~
wdX,

where

d(d+l)

R = {(ni,r2i,r22,r3 i, . .
.
,rdd ) e R 2

: m > 0
,
V i = 1 , . .

. ,
d},

and Xi for i — 1
,

,d are the columns of X. Recall that n < d implying that Q is

non-negative definite (xTQx = 0 for at least one non-zero x £ M'
z

), which means

that Q = Tt
T, where T is a l.t.m. with non-negative diagonal elements, at least

one of which is zero. Let tkk — 0 and observe that the integral

f e~5 ESU *7 TT xl~
i+ldX = [ e"* Eti(^)

T (T*,) ^n-i+i
dx

i= i
^R i=i

diverges because the coefficient in front of Xkk in the exponential is 0; that is,

d

f e-t£?=i(
Tx<)T

(
Tx<) 17 xl~

i+ldX = c [ e^tkkXkkxnk^
k+1dxkk = [

Jr i=\ 'A* ; Jm
xn— fc-t-1

kk OO,

where the first equality is justified by Fubini’s theorem even if c = oc.

2.2 Making Exact Draws from the Target Posterior

As we now explain, a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 2.1 is a method for

making exact draws from the target posterior, f(/x 1
E|y), in the special case where

n is exactly d + 1.

First notice that

/(/*>E|y) = [ f(q,v,'£\y)dq,
Jr*
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where

/(«>/*, £|w)
f(y \q, AT S)/(q |/x, E)tt(/x, E)

Jq Is /r" /(2/I 9 . AT S)/(q[|/x, S)tt(ax, E)d/xdEdq'

Thus, our problem would be solved if we could make draws from /(q, /x, E|y)

since we could then just ignore the q component. Now, since f(q, y, E| y) =

f(q\y)f(£,\q, y)/(/x |E, q, y ), we can make draws from /(<?, /lx, E|y) sequen-

tially. Actually the draws from /(E|g, y) and /(/x|E,q, y) are trivial, since the

calculations in the proof of Theorem 2.1 show that

thermore, Equation (2.6) shows that when n = d + 1, conditional on y ,
the

gjS are iid T(u/2, v/2). Hence, one can make exact draws from f(q, /x, E| y) =

f{o\y)f x/)/(/x| 52, q, y) sequentially, using the following three steps:

1. Draw qi, . .
.

,

qn independently from the T{v/ 2, v/2) distribution.

Marginally, the resulting (/x, E) is an exact draw from /(/x, E|y). Unfortunately,

when n > d + 1, the qi s are no longer conditionally independent, and thus drawing

from f(q\y) is no longer straightforward. However, as we will show, it is possible

to construct rejection samplers for f(q\y) that are reasonably efficient when d is

and

and exact methods for sampling from these distributions are well known. Fur-

2. Draw E ~ TWd n - 1, (E"=i QjiVj
~ A)(Vj

~
A)

T
)

3. Draw /x ~ j).

small.
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We now consider the problem of sampling from

v+d—2
2 71

(n«) 1 (q.y 1 c-*«- Ylvyjy] -Q-AA
T

1=1

n—

1

2

Notice that Equation (2.7) can also be written as

--i
2

1

f(q\y) °c INm e 2^?= 1 9i.

, 2—1
d

q.2 ELi ^ 2/j2/7
~ 4-AA

T

But

^2 qjVjV] - 9-AA
T = 9- ~(yj

~
A)(l/i - A)

T =: q-C(q, y ),

1=1 1=1
<7 '

and therefore Equation (2.8) becomes

f{q\y) « ( II ^ )
e 2^r=

,z=l

1 ft OE.i 9.)’

n «<

v*=i

e 2

oc

d

9-2 \q-C{q,y)
|

V
. d.

(rGU*)
1

\C(q,y)\^

(nr.i *)“

(2.7)

(
2 .8 )

(2.9)

Since the first part is just a product of iid T(|, |) densities, we might consider

a rejection sampler in which the candidate is exactly this product of Gamma

densities. To do this, we need a bound for

d

(nr=. k)‘

\C{g,y)\ 71—1 * (2,10)

The following lemmas are needed to establish our bound.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that Y is a discrete random vector putting mass pi at

yif i = 1, 2, . .
. ,

n. Then

cov{y) = 52 PiPj(yi-yj)(yi- yj)
r

-

l<i<j<n



Proof. Let X be an independent copy of Y . Then notice that

\e(X - Y)(X - Y)T = ^E(X - M + /, - Y)(X - M + M - r)T

= ^E(X - M)(X - v )

1
+ |E(M ~ E)(M - Y)T

+ iE(X - f*)(M - Y)t + |E(M - Y)(X - ^)
T

= -cov(X) H—cov{y) = cov(V),
2 2

where /lx = E(Y) = E(X). Now apply Equation (2.2) to get

cov(y) = ±E(X - v)(x - r)T = -W
i=l j=l

= PiPitVi - Vj)(Vi ~yj)
T

i<j

c

Before we proceed any further, we need to develop some notation. For m < n,

let C™ be the set of all possible subsets of size m from Nn := {1,2,..., n}; that is,

C™ :=: {(*T • • • ,
km )

: kx < < km and hi e Nn ,
i = 1, . .

. ,
m) .

For example, Cf := {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}. Also, for a given matrix A of dimension

m x n, let Ar<j)
denote the submatrix obtained from A using only the rows

that are in the index set T (of course, here T C Nm ). Similarly, let Ac(j)
be the

submatrix obtained from the columns of A that are in the set T. We now state the

Binet-Cauchy formula for the determinant of a product of two matrices. It can be

found, for example, in Karlin (1968).

Lemma 2.3 (Binet-Cauchy Formula). Let A be an m x n matrix, and let

B be an n x m matrix. Then
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Let’s now go back to the question of how to bound the expression in Equation

(
2 . 10 ).

Theorem 2.2. For d£N,n>d+l,y£ Rdn and q £ R"

,

d

(IE* “)‘

<
1

\C(q,y)\n-i -
f-y-'diy)’

where

d(y) =
Cyi-y2 )

2 ifn = 2

Ci(y) = n
TgCJ-

1 + 1 —J
c\ (y )

d (n—

2

) cn(y)*n=V

2d\(n—d— 1)!

\ —d(n—2
)

1
' ifn > 2,

MM
r(T)

(n— 2)!

and is an {n — 1) x d matrix, given by

(

M (i) =

T \
(Vi-y i)

(l/i
-

(s/i - yi+ i)
T

(2.11)

\ (yi-yn )

T

for i = 1, . .
.
,n.

Proof. First notice that when n = 2, d must be 1, and in this case both

sides of (2.11) are equal to
(yi
ly2y

For the nontrivial case when n > 2, denote

Pi = ^,i = 1, . .
. ,
n and notice that because of Lemma 2.2

d

(nr=i
”)‘

SUP ru-T = sup
qeRi \C(q,y)\n pev

(FELi Pi)
d

T,i<jPiPj(,yi - yj)(Vi - Vj)
T

n— 1 ’

where V = {(pi,...,p„) G (0,1)" :
£"=iPi = !}
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What follows is true for any Pk,k = 1, . .
.

,

n; but for ease of exposition, we’ll

show the details only for p\. First, notice that in the sense of matrix ordering 1

,

Y PiPjiVi ~ Vj)(Vi - VjV > Y PlPi (y i
~

Vi)(Vi - y^>

i<j i=

2

(
2 . 12 )

where P * is as defined in Section 2.1. Now applying the Binet-Cauchy formula

with A = M^
1)T

and B - P*M^\ we obtain

m (1)Tp*m (1) = E l(
M( 1

>T

)J(F *
M(I>

)
Tec"

Since

P*M (1) =

^ P2(yi - 2/ 2 )

t ^

^
PniVl - VnV j

r(T)
(2.13)

for any T G we can write

M (i)

r(T)

Thus,

and consequently from Equations (2.12), (2.13) and the fact that if A > B then

|

A
|

> |P|, it follows that

m(1)Tp*m (1) - E (nn /Vfb)1V1
r(T)

TeC,n-l Vier /

Y PiP^y i
~ y^yi

- yi)

i<j

>pi E M (1)

r(T)

Tec"- 1 VieT /

(2.14)

1 For nonnegative definite A and B
,
A > P iff A -- P is nonnegative definite
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Now by the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric means, we obtain

e (riK+i)
Xecj -1 /

M (i)

r(T)

>
n — 1

n (it«
TeC7-1 \®er ,

M (i)

CO

(V)' 1 (2.15)

Notice that each index i G {1, . .
.

,

n} is contained in exactly Q_j) elements of the

set (7?
1

Therefore,

Tecj-1 *ex

implying that

n m (!L
r(T)

2

-Tecj-1 VieT / -

err
1

ovr
1 (2.16)

= (P2 - - -Pn)"" 1 n Im.(
1
)

r(T)

^TeC"

Prom Equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) we obtain that

Y^PiPitVi ~ Vj)(Vi ~ yj)
T

i<j

and consequently

n—

1

>
/ -i \ n—

1

^ -L \ d(n— 1)

d
Pl (P2 ---Pn) Ci(y),

(nr=i Pi)
d

<
i

1Zi^PiPAvi - Vj)(Vi ~ Vj)
T

n-l — (n- l\ n-! d(n-2) / \

( d ) Pl Cl(P)

By symmetry, for any k G N,

CUhPiY <

£i<j PiPjiVi
-

3/j)(l/i - !/j)
T

' n-1 — /n—l\n— 1 d(n- 2)rdr pT
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Thus,

gnu po

EkjW(i/i - Vj)(yi - yjV

and therefore

sup
(n« f. 1

,7»; |C(9,»)|->
- '~2)

ct (v)

Finally, we will show that

1 1

Let

sup mm —j.
— = ~r. r

.

PeV 1< i<n pSn
a(y )

d(y)

bi = Ci(y)~ d ^n~ 2)

L =± b
,

i=

1

* bi

P^b.

Then

sup min , _0,

Pepl<»<np.
(

Cj(y)

—d(n—2
)

inf max PicAy) d(
-
n~ 2 '>

pG'P l<i<72

_ ^
d{n 2

)
|

inf max
\p&V l<i<n p*

Assuming p* > 0 V i G N„, it is clear that if p — p*
,
then

—d(n— 2)

Pi
max —
l<i<n p*

= 1
,

whereas for any other choice of p,

Pi . •<

max: — <1,
l<i<n pf

(2-17)

since if pt ^ p* for some z, then there exists a j G N„ such that pj > p*.
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In the univariate case (d = 1), the constants Ci(y) can be simplified consider-

ably. We state this simplification of Theorem 2.2 as a corollary.

Corollary 2.1. For n > 2, y E Rn and q E R”

,

[(n-ir-'d^y)]"
1

,

where

1
"

(9.3/) = - ~
A)

d\(y) =
e i (y)

i i

T 1 f

en (y)
n~

-(n—2)

and

e*(y) = Ifa “ %)
2

’
* = !> • • >

n -

Proof. First notice that C”
-1

:={!,. ..,n — 1} and therefore

- %)
2

-

The rest of the proof is just substitution.

The bound proved in Theorem 2.2 is not sharp, which reduces the acceptance

rate of the resulting rejection sampler. When d = 1, we were able to find the

exact supremum when n E {2,3} and this result is stated in Proposition 2.1.

Unfortunately, we were unable to get a better bound in the general case, but we

can state a conjecture about the exact supremum of (2.10) when d = 1, which is

presented in Conjecture 2.1

Proposition 2.1. For n E {2, 3}, y E Rn and q E R”

,

sup
rt, (?)

qeR” [v(q, y)}
71—1 [(« - i)" 'c(y)]

1

(2.18)
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where

c(y)
= min - %)

2
. (2.19)

l<z<n

Proof. Notice that when n = 2 ,v(q, y )
= pxPi(y\

—
z/2 )

2
,
c(y) = (yi - y^)

2 and

consequently (2.18) is obvious. The non-trivial case is when n = 3.

We will first prove that

,

1

|

M
Si'j,

<[(-r'°(i<r
1

(
2 .20

)

KQ,y)\

and then we will establish the attainment of the sup. Suppose that

min Y[(yi - y3f =
JJ(2/i - %)

2
;

j¥= 1

i.e., the minimum is achieved at i = 1. This simply means that y\ is between

?/2 and 2/3 . Without loss of generality, we will assume that the ordering of y^s is

2/2 ^ 2/i ^ 2/3- Notice that (2.20) is now equivalent to

/P 1P2

(
_ )2 + JP}Pl(

yi _ } 2 + JP?Pl(y
2 _ y3 ) 2 > 2(Vl - y2)(y3 - yi ). (2.21)

V P3 V P2 V Pi

But

(2/2 - P3)
2 = (2/1 - 2/2 )

2 + (2/3 - yi )

2 + 2(2/3 - 2/1) (2/1 - 2/2),

and because of the assumed ordering, (2.21) is equivalent to

1

2

/i - 2/2 / IP1P2
, /P2P3 ^ ,

1 2/3 — 2/i ^ /P1P3
, /P2P3 ^ ,

IP2P3 ^ 1

2 y3 -yi VV w V pi J bti-aW P2 V Pi / V Pi
“

Now an application of the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric

mean gives us

1 22i - 2/2 / /P 1P2 /P2PA 1 2/3~ 2/i / /P 1P3 /P2P:i \

2 2/3
-

2/1 \V Ps V Pi / 22/1 — 2/2 \V P2 V Pi /
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Consequently, (2.20) will be established, if we can show that

Pi
1 + mL +jm> lt

pi

which is obviously true.

Notice that the last inequality becomes equality when pi —> 1 and p2,3 0

with the rest of the inequalities suggesting that ^ • It is easy to verify

that in terms of qiS this is satisfied when, for example, we take

qi = t, q2 = - and q3 =
{yi - V2)

2

t(y3 - yiY

and let t —> oo. Then

qi

q-

92 <73

9i9-

t

+ I
1

I
(yi-3/2)

2

* ' t(y3-yi) 2

fai-i/2)
2

t2
(2/3

-
2/ 1 )

2

i,l, fai-y2)
2

^ t t(y3-yi) 2

0

as f > 00
,
implying that

hm (J™i + . /^) +1^1 (.1^ + .lm) + I™. = 1 .

t-oo2y3 -t/i VV P3 \ Pi J 2yl -y2 \\ P2 \ Pi J V Pi

Conjecture 2.1. For n>2,j/eln and q 6

nr., (“)
sup
qeK" [u(q, y)]’

rr = [(n- l)
n 1

c(s/)]

'

(
2 . 22

)

where

c
(y ) = mm Y[(Vi ~ Pj )

2
- (2-23)

Remark 2.1. Notice that the result of Theorem 2.2 provides an alternative

proof of the fact that the posterior is proper for n > d + 1, because it shows that

(2.6) is bounded from above by a quantity integrable in q.
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2.3 Simulation Examples

The purpose of this Section is to study the acceptance rate of the rejection

sampler proposed in Section 2.2 as a method for obtaining draws from our target

density. Clearly, the bounds established in Lemma 2.2 and the subsequent corollary

and conjecture depend on y, n and d. Furthermore, the candidate density depends

on v. It is, therefore, interesting to investigate the behavior of the algorithm when

changing the values of these parameters. Generally speaking, the results of our

computer simulations show that the acceptance rate of the algorithm varies greatly

depending on the specific data set, y, and suggest that it works better if either n is

small and/or p is big. Also, the acceptance rate tends to be higher when the are

equally spaced. Here are some specific examples.

Example 2.1: Suppose a particular set of yi s is given by2

y = (-1.449605, -0.996631, 0.228872, 0.068414, -0.126978, -0.563358, 0.766889)
T

and is assumed to have t\ distribution with p = 5. A computer simulation

using the bound in the conjecture resulted in an Accept - Reject algorithm with

acceptance rate of 0.0384 estimated with a standard error of 0.00061 (using

the well-known formula for the standard deviation of one observation from the

Binomial distribution). Using the bound from Lemma 2.2 on the same data, results

in acceptance rate of 0.00131 estimated with a standard error of 0.00011. Assuming

that p = 10, changes the acceptance rates for the unproved and proved bound to

0.04141 (0.00063) and 0.00139 (0.00012), respectively (the numbers in parenthesis

are the standard errors).

Example 2.2: For this example we simulated Student’s t data with parame-

ters p = 3, d = 2, and n — 7:

2 The actual values were obtained by simulation
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y l = (-1.0082, 1.5155)
t

, y2 = (-0.39561, 0.066761)
T

y3 = (1.4634, 2.5265)
t

, y4 = (1.5163, 1.5953)
T

l/5 = (-1.0334, 3.0844)
t

, y6 = (-1.5207, 0.21293)T

2/7 = (6.0723, —0.069308)t
,

which produced a bound of 0.000668735. Table 2.3 gives the acceptance rates of

the rejection sampler for different values of u along with their estimated standard

errors and is based on 1,000,000 iterations.

Table 2-1: Acceptance rates of the rejection sampler when d = 2

V Acceptance rate Standard Error

1 1.1 xl0~e 3.31662 x 10~7

5 4.1 xlO-6 6.40311 x 10- 7

10 4.1 xlO-6 6.40311 x 10-7

15 5.1 xlO"6 7.14141 x 10-7

Example 2.3: In our final example, we first obtained another simulated

sample from the multivariate Student’s t distribution, but this time with v — 5, d

3, and n = 6:

2h = (-0.92497, -0.63609, -0.058751)t
, y2 = (0.32547, 0.0031071, 0.98505)

T

2/3 = (0.77057, 1.8546, -0.086936)T
, y4 = (1.5351, -1.1889, -1.6686)T

2/5 = (0.037699, -1.1527, 0.29751)
t

, y6 = (0.14760, 0.51222, -1.9081)7
,

which produced a bound of 0.0465003.

Here are the acceptance rates for different values of u, based on 10,000,000

iterations along with their standard errors:

Table 2-2: Acceptance rates of the rejection sampler when d = 3

V Acceptance rate Standard Error

1 2.3 xlO-6 4.79583 x 10- 7

5 6.8 xl0“6 8.24618 x 10- 7

10 6.7 xlO-6 8.18533 x lO" 7

15 8.3 xl0“6 9.1104 x 10-7



CHAPTER 3

DATA-AUGMENTATION ALGORITHMS

3.1 Introduction

In two related papers (Meng and van Dyk, 1999; van Dyk and Meng, 2001),

X.-L. Meng and D.A. van Dyk developed two generalizations of the standard data

augmentation (DA) algorithm. The basic idea underlying these generalizations

is to construct a large class of candidate augmentation schemes by introducing

a working parameter
,
a

,
into the standard augmentation scheme. In conditional

augmentation
,
a particular value of a is chosen, while in marginal augmentation

,

a is actually incorporated into the augmented model by way of a working prior
,

u(a). In all of the examples considered by Meng and van Dyk, the marginal aug-

mentation (MA) algorithm becomes more efficient as the working prior approaches

a special improper form. The basic MCMC theory breaks down, however, when

the working prior is improper. Indeed, when cu(a) is improper, the Markov chain

driving the MA algorithm is not positive recurrent. On the other hand, this non-

positive recurrent chain is on an augmented state space that is larger than the

parameter space. It turns out that, under regularity conditions, the non-positive re-

current chain possesses a well behaved marginal chain that has the correct (proper)

invariant distribution. In this chapter, we consider in detail the general MA algo-

rithm and show how it can be applied to the Student’s t problem. The chapter is

organized as follows.

In the next section we describe the standard data augmentation algorithm

for dealing with intractable posterior densities like (2.1). Then in Section 3.3 we

describe the generalizations of Meng and van Dyk. One drawback of their methods

is that it is very hard to verify the conditions that guarantee convergence of the

26
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algorithm to the target density. In Section 3.4 we provide an alternative validation

of the MA method that is inspired by the work of Liu and Wu (1999). Finally, in

Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we highlight some problems with the proofs in van Dyk and

Meng (2001). Throughout the chapter we present all the algorithms in their full

generality and we use the Student’s t model as an example.

3.2 Standard Data Augmentation

Suppose that f(y\0) is a likelihood and it(0) is a prior, with supports y and

0, respectively, yielding the proper posterior density

/(%)
f(y\e)n(G)

m(y)
(3.1)

where m(y) := Je f(y\0)n(0)d0 < oo. Unless 7r(-) is a conjugate prior, the

denominator, m(y), is typically an intractable integral and hence expectations with

respect to this posterior (required for Bayesian inference) are not available in closed

form. The posterior (2.1) is an example. In such cases, one way to analyze the

posterior distribution is through Monte Carlo methods. Assuming that direct (iid)

sampling is not an option, one might resort to an MCMC method where dependent

samples are generated using a Markov chain with stationary density (3.1), and

these samples are used to approximate expectations with respect to f(0\y). A good

overview of MCMC methods can be found in Tierney (1994).

The MCMC algorithms developed by Meng and van Dyk are extensions of

the standard DA algorithm so this is where we begin. The basic idea of DA is

to construct unobserved data
, q 6 Q, that serve as a computational tool. To be

specific, we introduce a joint density f(y,q \0), with support T x Q, such that (i)

the marginal density of y implied by f(y, q\0) coincides with the original likelihood

f(y\0)\ that is,

[ f(y,q\0)dq = f(y\0) ,V6> e 0,Vy e y,
Jq

(3.2)
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and (ii) sampling from both conditional densities

f(y,q\0)n(0)
f(q\0,y) = and f{9\q,y)\=

f(y,q\9)n(G)
(3-3)

fQ f(y,q\o)n(0)
dq fe f(y,q\o)v(0)d6

is feasible, if not convenient. Since f(y , q\0) is introduced purely for computational

purposes it should not alter the posterior model (3.1). To see that condition (3.2) is

sufficient to guarantee this, notice that the “augmented posterior” satisfies

f(y,q\0)n{9) f(y,q\G)n(G) f(y, q\G)ir(G)

f(0,q\y) :=

and therefore

J© Iq /(i/» q\ 0 ) A0
)
dq de f0 f(y\°) n (

0
)
dQ m(y)

ftq i w IQ f(y^q\0)
dq<0

)

f(0,q\y) dq= = /(%) ,
(3.4)

Jq m(y)

our target density.

The DA algorithm is a method for obtaining a sample {Gi , . .
.

,

Gn ] with the

property that the sampling distribution of Gn converges to (3.1), in total variation

distance, as n —» oo. It is based on a discrete time Markov chain,

®da = {0,}£o,

with Markov transition density

Kba(G\G')= [ f{G\q,y)f{q\G\y)dq- (3.5)
J Q

that is, given that the current state of the chain is G', the conditional density of the

next state, G, is (3.5). Since

[ KVA (G\G')f(G'\y)dG'= [ f(0\q t y)\ f f(q\G',y)f(G'\y)dG
,]dq =

Je Jq Ue

[ f(0\q,y)f{q\y)dq = [ f(0,q\y)dq = f{0\y),
Jq Jq
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our target density, f(6\y), is an invariant density for $da- Therefore
1

,
we can use

$da to get approximate draws from f(0\y). More details about data augmentation

can be found in Tanner and Wong (1987), Liu, Wong and Kong (1995) and Liu,

Wong and Kong (1994).

There are many ways to construct a joint density that satisfies (3.2), but here

we will specifically consider the following hierarchical description:

y\q,o ~ f{v\q,o)

q\e ~ f{q\0).

(3.6)

Typically (3.6) represents some well known decomposition as is demonstrated in

the next example.

Example 3.1: Consider the univariate version of the Student’s t problem,

described at the beginning of Section 2.1, with 9 = (//, cr); that is, assume yi,..-,yn

are iid t\{y,n,a) with joint density f(y\y,a). The prior is ir(y,a) oc 1/a and the

goal is to sample from the posterior f(y,a\y).

There is a simple data augmentation algorithm for this problem that is based

on the well known decomposition (that we express loosely as) y = y + y/az/^/q,

where z ~ N(0, 1) and q ~ )(ilv with z and Q independent. To be specific, “missing

data” q = (qi , . .
.

,

qn )

T
are introduced such that, conditional on (y, a),

(yj , qj) are

iid pairs satisfying

Vj\qj,y,a ~ N

Qj\y,o- ~ r

(3.7)

1 Throughout this chapter, we assume (unless otherwise stated) that all Markov

chains satisfy the usual regularity conditions described in Section 4.2
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where by X ~ T(a, b
)
we mean that the density of the random variable X is

proportional to xa
~ 1e~bxI(ot00)(x) and xl — T (§, |). The reader is invited to verify

that the marginal density of yj given (/r, a) under (3.7) is ftl (yj ;
u, y, a) and hence,

because of the independence assumption, (3.2) is satisfied. Thus, we are now in

a position to apply the DA algorithm; i.e., we consider simulation of the Markov

chain defined by (3.5). It is trivial to verify that, conditional on (y, cr, y), the

random variables qi,...,qn are independent with

, n ,T + 1 1 f{Vj- y )

2
, ,,qj\y,a,y ~ h

( —x— ,
-

I V v
2 ’ 2 a

for j G Nn . Furthermore, making draws from f(a, y\q, y) can be done in two easy

steps by noticing that

a\q,y ~ IG
fn + 1

and vW,q,y ~ N

where

n
i

n
1

71

q- = qj > £(«) = - X] > *(«) = qi [

% - A(g)]
2

,

i=i i=i i=i

and by AT ~ IG(a, b
)
we mean that the density of A1 is

/ig(s;q,&) = r^a+i Ao.oo)^); (3-8)

i.e., X has the distribution of 1/y when Y ~ T(a, b). Thus, it is straightforward to

simulate the chain defined by (3.5) in this case.

3.3 Meng and van Dyk’s Extensions

The key idea underlying the DA algorithm is that it is easier to simulate

the Markov chain $da than to sample directly from the target posterior. If, in

addition, <3>da converges geometrically, then the algorithm is even more useful

because of supplementary results, like central limit theorems and exact bounds for

the length of the burn-in period. Unfortunately, there is a general conflict between
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simplicity and speed. For example, the speed of the EM algorithm, which can be

viewed as the deterministic analog of the DA algorithm, is inversely proportional to

the amount of missing information. This suggests that a more clever augmentation

may lead to a better DA algorithm. Indeed, this is the idea behind conditional and

marginal augmentation, which are now described.

3.3.1 Conditional Augmentation

Suppose we are able to introduce a working parameter, say, a G M+, into

the standard data augmentation density f(y, q\0 )
yielding a family of densities,

{g(y, r|0, a:)}QeR+ ,
each of which is a candidate for use in the DA algorithm.

2 One

way to do this is via a family of one-to-one transformations Da : Q —
> Q, indexed

by the working parameter a. That is, for each a G R+, there is an analog to the

hierarchical model (3.6):

where

y\r,0,a ~ g(y\r,0,a)i

r\0
,
a ~ g(r\6, a),

g(y\r, 0
,
a) = f(y\ D;‘(r), 0),

(3.9)

(3.10)

and g(r\6,a
)

is obtained from f(q\0) by change of variable r = Da (q)\ i.e.

,

dD~ l
(r)

g(r\9,a) = f{Da (r)|0)
dr

(3.11)

Usually, the original augmentation scheme, f(y, q\0), is a member of the family

with, say, a = 1.

2 To clarify the notation, we use / to denote densities associated with the stan-

dard DA algorithm and g for densities involved in van Dyk and Meng’s extensions.

Similarly, q refers to missing data in the standard DA and r denotes missing data

in CA and MA.
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Generally speaking, in order for each member of such a family to be a viable

augmentation scheme, it must be the case that a is “invisible” in the marginal

distribution of the observed data; i.e., we must have

L g(y, r\0, a) dr = f(y\0) V a G R+ ,
V y V0G0. (3.12)

Notice that under the hierarchy (3.9), the above condition is automatically satis-

fied, since for each a € R+

/
g{y,r\6,a)dr = / g(y\r, 0, a)g(r\0, a)dr =

Jq Jq

[mDZ\r),e)S(D~\r)\9)
dD°' (r)

Jq
dr = (3.13)

f{vW^)f{q\0)dq = [ f(y,q\0)dq = f(y\0).
Jq

Once the validity of the CA is verified through equation (3.12), we can fix a. at any

value that leads to relatively quickly converging Markov chain. For a specific value

of a, the transition kernel of the corresponding Markov chain is

Ka(0\0')= [ g(d\r,y,a)g(r\G'
1
y,a)dr

Jq

and it is easy to show that f(0\y) remains its invariant density (since g(y, r\6, a)

is a legitimate data augmentation scheme), van Dyk and Meng (2001) provide

guidance as to choosing the value of a that corresponds to the fastest converging

Markov chain by establishing connections with the corresponding EM algorithm.

We do not pursue these ideas any further since we are mainly interested in MA,

which is presented next.

3.3.2 Marginal Augmentation

In MA, the working parameter a is incorporated into the augmented model

through a proper working prior u(a). There are several different ways to use

g{y, r\0, a), 7r(0) and u(a) to construct an MCMC algorithm with invariant
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density f(0\y) (Meng and van Dyk, 1999). Here we describe the two methods that

Meng and van Dyk (1999) call Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 (see also Liu et ah, 1994).

Assume that a and 6 are a priori independent; i.e.
,
u(a\8) = u(a) V 9 £ 0.

Then

9u>(y, r \9) := /
g(y,r\9,a)u(a)da

JR+

is a viable augmentation scheme. 3 To see this notice that (3.12) and Fubini’s

theorem yield

/ 9u(y,r\G)dr = / / g(y, r\0, a)u(a)dadr
Jq JqJe+

= f u(a) [ g(y,r\0,a)drda = f(y\0) [ u(at)da = f(y\9).
JR+ JQ JR+

(3.14)

Therefore, for each fixed proper prior, cu(-), we can make approximate draws from

the target posterior by simulating the Markov chain, $ma = with Markov

transition density

Ku(9\0')= [ gu(9\r,y)gu(r\9',y)dr ,

Jq

where

and

9w{0\r,y) :=

9u(r\9,y) :=

fR+ g(y, r\9
,
a)n(9)uj(a)da

JeJZg(y, r\9, a)'n(9)uj(a)doid9

fR+ 9{y ,
r \0, a)n(9)u(a)da

Iq Jr+ 9(y, r\8, a)ir(9)u(a)dadr
'

This is our version of Scheme 1. In Section 3.5 we show how it is related to Meng

and van Dyk’s work and we give more details on how the chain is actually run.

As expressed in the notation, the Markov transition density Ku clearly

depends on the choice of working prior co(a). Each different proper prior on a will

result in a different version of $ma with its own convergence properties, van Dyk

3
It is important to recognize that gu (y, r\9) and f(y, q\9) are typically not the

same.
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and Meng (2001, Section 4) give a heuristic argument suggesting that 4>ma should

converge faster as the working prior, uj(a), becomes more “diffuse.” For example,

consider the following parametric family of IG priors for a

where 8 > 0. The “diffuseness” of this density increases as 5 decreases
4

. Thus, it is

tempting to consider what would happen to the convergence rate of 4>ma under the

improper prior u(a) = a~ 1
I(0tOO)(a). However, it is clear from Equation (3.14) that

gu>(r\0', y )
will be improper when u(a) is improper and hence Ku is not defined in

that case. Therefore, we need a new sampling scheme when u(a) is improper. It is

called Scheme 2 and is described in the next subsection.

3.3.3 Marginal Augmentation with Improper Prior

We now consider a different Markov chain in which a is actually one of the

variables. Suppose that u(a) is proper and consider the joint density defined by

The main idea of Scheme 2 is to use a two variable Gibbs sampler based on

the above density with components (0, a) and r. To see that it produces an

approximate draw from f(9\y) notice that equation (3.12) shows that integrating r

out of (3.15) yields

The reason for introducing this chain is not as an alternative to <Fma, but because,

unlike 4>mai it may still be well-defined when the working prior is improper. When

u
(
a ’$) Qji+i ho,oo){oi) ,

8
s e~s/a

g{9, r, a\y) oc g(y, r\9, a) u;(<*) 7r(9) . (3.15)

4 Notice that Ea1 < oo iff 8 > 2
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uj(a) is improper we have

/ /
g(0,r,ot\y)drda oc f(y\9)n(0) / u(a) da = oo

,

-/k+ Jq 7r+

so the density in (3.15) is improper. Consequently, under an improper prior on

a, the Gibbs sampler based on (3.15) with components (0, a) and r will not be

positive recurrent (Hobert, 2001b). However, in certain situations, it is still possible

to construct a useful MCMC algorithm using (3.15) when u(a) is improper.

Indeed, we have already seen that for each fixed (0, a) G 0 x M+ ,

L g(6, r
,
a\y) dr = f(0\y)m(y)u(a) < oo .

i

Suppose further that for each fixed r £ Q,

/ g(0, r, a\y
)
dO da < oo .

Je

(3.16)

/ (3.17)

Then we can run a two-variable Gibbs sampler by iteratively sampling from the

densities

9-(r\e,c,y)=
f

r
’
a|

.

3,)

M and
JQ g{0,r,a\y)dr

g(0,r,a\y)

fu+ fe 9(0, r
>
a\y)d0da

g*(0,a\r,y) =
(3.18)

The “*”s are used to remind the reader that the “joint density” to which these

conditionals correspond is improper. Following the notation of Meng and van Dyk

(1999), we will call this method Scheme 2. Write the resulting Markov chain as

$ — {(r i> (&i, ai)) } i=0
- ft easY t° show that (3.15) is an (improper) invariant

density for this chain, and hence (as mentioned above) is not positive recurrent.

Furthermore, while = {rj}?80 and <3>
2 = { (^i, ctj) }^=0 are themselves (non-

positive recurrent) Markov chains (see; e.g. Liu et ah, 1994), the marginal sequence

*^ma ~ {0i}i^o induced by this algorithm is not necessarily a Markov chain nor
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is this sequence necessarily convergent. Before discussing in more detail we

return again to Example 3.1.

Example 3.1 continued: One common transformation is r = Da (q) = aq
,

which corresponds to the alternative representation ti(u, y, a) = y + y/a^z/^/r,

where z ~ N(0, 1) and r ~ oiy^/v with z and r independent. The corresponding

MA algorithm is based on the following hierarchal model. Conditional on (y, cr, a),

let (yj, Tj),j = 1, . .
.

,

n be iid pairs satisfying

VjVji y,cr,a ~ N

rj \y, a, a ~ T

(3.19)

with (y, a, a) ~ 7r(/U, <t) o;(q;), where cj(q:) is the improper prior density a~ 1I^OQ)(a)

and 7r(/r, a) oc The posterior “density” of
(
r,y,a,a

)
given r/ under the above

hierarchy is

g(y,a,r,a\y)

n

11 9(Vj\rj, fi, «) a
)

J=i

7r(/x, a) u;(a) . (3.20)

It is easy to check that (3.17) is satisfied, which makes it possible to define two

legitimate conditional densities as follows

g*(r\y,a,a,y)
d(r

, y, a, a\y)

JR™ 9{r,n,a,a\y) dr

and

g*(y,a,a\r,y)
g(r,n,a,a\y)

Ir+ Ir+ Ir $(r ’ 9, cr, a \y) dy da da
'

Sampling from these two densities is easy (Meng and van Dyk, 1999; Hobert,

2001a). For example, g*(r\y, a, a, y) is just a product of gamma densities and it is
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easy to verify that

g*(6, a\ r, y )
= g(y, a, a\r, y )

= g(a\r, y)g{a\a, r, y)g(y\a, a, r, y)

n — 1 <r(r)r. \ , ( „ , , act/ nuur.\
= jig , ~y J

7ig /n (/*;£(*•),

OC a

2 ’ 2a

riiii+lir/v/ \i r‘-* _i±x±
r. 2 [cr(r)J 2 a 2

,

, n— 1 n+2

where /ig(-; •, •) is defined in equation (3.8), and

/n(x; a, b)
1

VZftb

(*~°) 2

26

Therefore, we can apply the Gibbs sampler (by iterating between these two

conditionals) to form the Markov chain 4> = {(rj, (/q, <7,, cq))}?!0 ,
where r

l
—

(ri 1 , . .

.

,rin). Also define

$1 = M£o and $2 = {(Ait, Oi, ai)}So >

which are themselves Markov chains.

The improper density (3.20) is invariant for $ and consequently <f>, $ 1 ,
and $2

are all non-positive recurrent with f(/j,,a\y)u>(a) being an invariant density for $ 2 .

The fact that, under our choices for 7r(/q a) and u(a), the sequence

$ma = 0

is a positive recurrent Markov chain with invariant density f(y,a\y) should follow

by Lemma 1 from van Dyk and Meng (2001) or Theorem 4 from Liu and Wu

(1999). That is, one can simulate the unstable Markov chain, $, and use the (//, a)

component to explore the proper posterior density /(/q a\y). However, we have

serious doubts about the validity of the results of van Dyk and Meng, and Liu and

Wu. Consequently, we have developed our own proofs (see Sections 3.4 - 3.6).

We now discuss the conditions under which the sequence is a positive

recurrent Markov chain. Recall that $2 = {(#,, cq)}°^0 is a Markov chain with
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Markov transition density given by

1,
g*(0, a\r

,
y)g*(r\0', a', y)dr.

A sufficient condition for = {0,}^o to be a Markov chain is that the integral

[ [ g*(0,a\r,y)g*(r\G\a',y)dadr. (3.21)
Jq Jr+

does not depend on a!

.

Another sufficient condition under which the sequence

is a Markov chain is given in Meng and van Dyk (1999). Here we establish a

connection between their condition and the integral (3.21).

Lemma 3.1. Assume the hierarchical structure of Equations (3.9) - (3.11). If

fu+ g*(@’ a\Da'(q), y)da does not depend on a'
,
then <&*MA is a Markov chain with

Markov transition density

KMa{0\0')= f [ g*(0,a\r,y)g*(r\0',a',y)dadr.
Jq Jm.+

Proof. Notice that by Equations (3.18), (3.15), (3.10), and (3.11)

g*(r\0',a',y)
g(0',r,a'\y)

Jq 9{&'i r >
Oi'\y)dr

g{y\r
,
0', a')g(r\0 a')it(0')uj(ol')

Jq 9(y\0', r, a')g(r\a', 0')n(0')uj(a’)dr

f(y\D-f(r),0')f(D-}(v)\0')

f{y\e')

9D~Hr)
dr

Now, after change of variable q — Daf(r), we see that (3.21) can be written as

f f * lo m f \ w /(y|«> j

JJm y)da m#)
dq

= [ [ 9*(0,a\Da,(q),y)da'f(q\0',y)dq,
Jq Jiu

which combined with the assumption completes the proof.

We were able to show that the condition of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied in a very

general set-up (see Theorem 3.1). Here we conclude the section with an example
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that demonstrates that the condition of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied at least for the

univariate t model.

Example 3.1 continued: We now show that the condition of Lemma 3.1

is satisfied for the univariate t model. Using the definition of the IG density, we

obtain that

g*(n,a\r,y) oc r. L
.

[

°(r) + In ~ A(r)]
2

_ n( v+\)
2

r. 2 [cr(r)J 2 a 2

= i v
| |

^ ~ AH 2
n(i/+l)

r a / \ T li L — n
~t
" 2

[cr(r)] 2 a 2
.

cr cr
J

Finally, since cr(a'q

)

= a(q) and jx{a'q) = /i(q), it follows that the condition of

Lemma 3.1 is satisfied.

For further details about MA with improper working priors, along with

empirical evidence that it produces fast mixing MCMC algorithms, the reader is

referred to van Dyk and Meng (2001). For more information on the use of non-

positive recurrent Markov chains in MCMC algorithms, see Liu and Wu (1999),

Hobert (2001b) and Lavine (2003).

Liu and Wu (1999) noticed that some of the properties of the Markov chain

can be derived in a more general set-up if the family of transformations

{Da (q)}aeu+ has a specific group structure. Following their ideas, we will show, in

the next section that, in general, the target density f{9\y) is an invariant density

for $mA ,
which provides peace of mind about the results for the multivariate t

model.

3.4 Connection with Group Theory

We start with some fundamental definitions that can be found, for example, in

Green (1987).

Definition 3.1. If A is a nonempty set, then every function from A x A to A

is called a binary operation in the set A.
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Definition 3.2. A set A together with a binary operation is called a group

if the following properties are satisfied.

(a) Associativity: (cti • 0:2) • 03 = ol \
• 0:3) for all aq, a2, 03 G A.

(b) Identity: there exists an identity element e G A such that e a. — a e — a for

any a G A.

(c) Invertibility: for each a G A, there exists a unique inverse element or 1 G A

such that a • aT 1 = a~ l a = e.

The functions that preserve the group operation play a special role in group

theory. Here is the formal definition of such functions.

Definition 3.3. A function D : A -> B between the groups
(A , •) and (B, •) is

called a homomorphism if

(a) D(a\ • a2 )
= D(a 1 )

• D(a2 ) for all 01,02 £ A;

(b) D(eA ) = eB .

We will now proceed to the main definition of this section, namely the notion

of a transformation group
,
which can be viewed as a special case of the following

general definition taken from Olver (1999).

Definition 3.4. Let Q be a set. Define @(Q) to be the family of all one-to-one

functions d : Q —
> Q.

t&(Q) is a group in which the group operation is defined by composition of func-

tions. The identity transformation plays the role of the identity element, and

the inverse of a transformation is the usual functional inverse. If the space Q is

equipped with some additional structure (like a topology), then the class of possible

functions included in S>(Q) may be restricted correspondingly. For example, when

Q = R", 2>(Q) may contain all continuous invertible functions d : Mn —> Mn
(recall

that the composition of two continuous functions is also continuous).
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Definition 3.5. For a given group A, a transformation group, acting on a

space Q is defined as any homomorphism D : A —
> @(Q) mapping A to the group

of invertible functions on Q, and is denoted by (.4., Q, D ).

In other words, for each element o G A there is a corresponding invertible function

Da : Q —
> Q. Because this identification is a homomorphism the following

properties are satisfied:

(i) Dax o Da2 (q) := Dax (Da2 (q))
= Dax .a2 (q )

for all au a2 G A\

(ii) De (q) = q, where e is the identity element of A
;

(hi) Da-i(q) = D~ l

(q) for any a e A,

where (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii).

Definition 3.6. For a fixed q G Q, the subset

Oq := {Da (q )
: a G A} C Q

is called the orbit of q.

Some authors use the term group action instead of transformation group

(see, e.g., Eaton, 1989). Notice that the action of the group A on the space Q

induces an equivalence relationship among the elements of Q, namely two points

are equivalent iff they are in the same orbit. To see this, notice that

(i) q G Oq ,
since De (q) = q;

(ii) If q\ G Oq2
then q2 G Oqx ,

since there exists anaGd such that q\ = Da (q2 ),

implying that Da-i{qf) = Da-i(Da (q2 ))
= Da -i.a (q2 )

= De (q2 ) = q2 ,

(iii) If qi G Oq2
and q2 G Oq3

then qx G Oq3 ,
since there exist 01,0:2 G A such that

*7i Dociipif) ~ F)ax (DQ 2 (93 ) )
F)ax ,a2 (§3 )

•

Thus, the space Q can be partitioned into disjoint sets, corresponding to the

equivalence classes (the orbits), induced by the above equivalence relationship.

By the axiom of choice, we can choose a representative element for each of these

equivalence classes. Denote the set of the representative elements by Z. Now, since
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the equivalence classes partition Q, each element q E Q must belong to a unique

equivalence class. Thus, if z E Z is the corresponding representative of that class,

then q E Oz and there exists a E A such that q = Da (z) (see Example 3.2 below).

In fact, it is easy to see that for any q E Q, there is unique z E Z and at least one

a E A such that q = Da (z). This means that the map D : A x Z —
> Q defined

by D(a,z) Da (z) is onto. Suppose further that the index set Z can be chosen

in such a way that the map D(a, z) is one-to-one and differentiable. When this

is possible, the index set Z is called a smooth cross-section. Usually, the smooth

cross-section, Z, has lower dimension than the space Q and it is convenient to

write Z as the image of another space 7Z via the one-to-one transformation Z\ i.e.

Z = Z(1Z). Here is an example.

Example 3.2: Let A be the group of all positive real numbers, R+ ,
with

product as the group binary operation. Obviously, 1 E R+ is the identity element

and the reciprocal ^ = a-1
is the unique inverse of a E R+. Also let Q = R” and

for any a E R+ define Da : R" —> R" by

Da (q) := aq
,

which is a one-to-one transformation satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.5.

The structure (R+ ,R+, (Dq }q6r+ )
is called the scale transformation group. Notice

that the set of all orbits is the set of all lines in the first quadrant that go through

the origin. They do not intersect since the point 0 is not in R” . A smooth cross-

section is the part of the unit sphere that is restricted to the first quadrant; i.e.,

Z := {(?1 )
•

) Qn) £ R+ : q\ H H 7n — !}

Furthermore, any point q E R" can be represented as q = Da (z) = az
,

where a E R+ and z E Z with a := ||qr|| and 2 := Finally, any point
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z = (z\, . .
.

,

zn ) G Z can be written as

Z\ = cos r i cos r<i . .

.

cos 3 cos rn_

2

cos rn_i

22 = cos ri cos r2 . . . cos rn_

3

cos rn_2 sm rn_i

2:3 = cos ri cos r2 . . . cos rn_3 sm rn_ 2

=sinrj,

where r := (ru rn_ i)
T E TZ := (0, |)

n L

We will now show that for the scale transformation group from Example 3.2

with improper prior 4, the MA algorithm works, by proving that <f>^A is a Markov

Liu and Wu (1999) claim to prove this result for any transformation group as long

as the improper prior, u;(oi), corresponds to the density of the Haar measure of the

family of transformations Da (q). Unfortunately, they did not provide adequate

definitions and consequently it is very hard to follow the proof of their theorem, so

we provide an alternative proof for the scale transformation group and invite the

reader to attempt to follow the discourse in Liu and Wu (1999).

Theorem 3.1. Assume the hierarchical structure of Equations (3.9) - (3.11)

and consider MA with improper prior uj

(

a) — If the transformation is given by

Da (q )
= aq, then $*MA is a Markov chain and

Proof. We will establish that is a Markov chain on our way to showing

that f(0\y) is an invariant density for Ki/[a{0\6'). First notice that based on the

proof of Lemma 3.1, we can write

chain and that the target density f(0\y )
is invariant for the transition kernel Ama-

9*(0, a\Dafq), y)daf(q\6 y)dq.
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Then

where

[ KMA {0\0')f(0'\y)d0'
Je

= [ f [ g*(O,a\Da'(q),y)daf(q\0
,

,y)f(O'\y)dqd0'
Je Jq Jr+

= [ / ^*(6>,a|Da/(qr),y)da [ f(q,0'\y)dO'dq
Jq Jk+ Je

= f [ 9*(O
t
<x\Da'(q),y)daf{q\y)dq,

JqJMj-

/(q|y) := f f(q,o\y)dd.
Je

Therefore, we need to show that

[ [ g*(0,a\Do'(q),y)daf(q\y)dq = f(0\y).
Jq Jr+

Recall that we can write g = D(s,z
)
= D(s, Z(r)), where the mapping D :

A x Z —
> Q is one-to-one and differentiable. Thus, we can make change of variables

q = Ds(Z(r )) with Jacobian J equal to the absolute value of the determinant of

the n x n matrix

f
dDs (Z(r)) dDs (Z(r)) \

V ds dr )

In our case (the scale transformation group), Ds {Z(r ))
= sZ{r) and thus

= Z(r)- Therefore, J = s
n_1 L(r), where L : (0, f )

n_1 —

>

R is a

function of r only (this can be seen from the definition of determinant and the

fact that s is a scalar in all of the elements of the matrix except those in the first

column). Hence, we need to prove

9*(0, a\

D

al (Ds (Z(r))), y)daf(Ds (Z(r))\y)s
n lL{r)drds = f(0\y ),

which is equivalent to

a\a'sZ(r)),y)daf(sZ(r)\y)sn l L{r)drds = f(Q\y).
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Now by definition (see equation (3.18)),

*(f) |

' 7( ) )= ff (y ’
a'sZ

(
r

)\
e

i
a)n(0)uj(a)

g ,a a s r ,y
/R+ fe g(y, a'sZ(r)\0, a)n(0)cj(a)d0da

= f(y ,
D^ja'sZjr)), \9)ir(0)uj(a)Ja (a

,sZ(r))

f«+ fe /(?/» D- 1 (a'sZ(r))\9)Tv(e)uj{a)Ja (a
,sZ(r))deda

and since Ja (q) :=
dD«\r)

dr -^r, we have
an ’

g*(9,a\a'sZ(r),y)
/(#, a

1a'sZ(r)\y)m(y)u>(a)Ja (a'sZ(r))

Ir+ f{u- 1a lsZ(r)\y)m(y)uj(a)Jol{a'sZ(r))da

/(a
-1

Q:'sZ(r), G\y)a~n
~ l

JK f(a~ l a'sZ{r) \y)a~n
~ lda

Another change of variable P = a 1
a!s with Jacobian 0 gives us

[ f(a
1a'sZ(r)\y)a n lda = [ f(pZ(r)\y){-^-

Jr+ Jr. \asR+

n+l /as

P2

f{PZ (r)\y)P
n~ 1

d(5

dp

R+

1

f{pZ(r)\y)p
n- lL(r)dp

/»+a's J L{r
)

1 \
n
Kz i

r)\y)

a's J L(r
)

’

where

h(Z(r)\y):=[ u{s, Z(r)\y)ds
JR+

and u(s, Z(r)\y

)

is obtained from f(q\y) after change of variable q = Ds(Z(r ))

sZ(r). Therefore,

g*(0,a\a'sZ(r),y)
f(a

1a'sZ(r),9\y)a n 1

/J_\n h(Z(r),y)

la's/ L(r)

Similarly, we can make the change of variable to obtain that

1
a'sZ(r), 0\y)a

n xda = f 1 Y h(Z(r),0\y)

\a's J L(r)
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where

h{Z{r),0\y) := f u(s,Z(r),0\y)ds
Jr+

and u(s, Z(r), 0\y) is obtained from f(q, 9\y) after change of variable q =

Ds (Z(r)) = sZ(r). Thus,

JR+ 9*(6 '
a

l

DAD*(z (
r )))> V)da = h(z(r)\y)

which does not depend on a'. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, the sequence is a Markov

chain. Notice that all the results after the change of variable (3 = a~ la!s depend

heavily on the choice of prior ui(a). It is our belief that this is where the Haar mea-

sure plays a special role in the proof. However, it still remains to be investigated

rigorously what happens in the general case.

Now, in order to show that f(0\y) is the invariant density for the Markov

chain <f>^IA ,
we have to prove that

/
h

^hw \fy / f(sz(r)\y)s
n- lL{r)dsdr = f(6\y),

Jtz h(Z(r)\y
) JR+

or equivalently (by the definition of h(Z(r)\y)),

f h(Z(r),0\y)dr = f($\y). (3.22)
Jn

But

h(Z(r),0\y) := f u{s, Z(r), 0\y)ds = f f(sZ(r),6\y)s
n 1

L(r)ds.
JR+ J IR_j_

Therefore, (3.22) is equivalent to

f f f(sZ{r),G\y)s
n- l L(r)dsdr = f(0\y).

Jn Jr+

Finally, the inverse transformation q = sZ(r) shows that the above is equivalent to

'Q
f(6,q\y)dq = f(0\y),
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which we already know is satisfied.

When the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, one can simulate the non-

positive recurrent chain $ and actually use the marginal chain <f>^A to explore

the proper, but intractable posterior f(0\y). Moreover, this phenomenon is more

than just a theoretical curiosity. Indeed, there is substantial empirical evidence

suggesting that converges faster than $ma and much faster than Tda- It is

not yet fully understood why an algorithm that is based on a non-positive recurrent

Markov chain converges faster than related algorithms based on positive recurrent

chains.

3.5 Understanding the Artwork of van Dyk and Meng

In this section we will show that the descriptions van Dyk and Meng give to

define their Markov chains agree with our definitions. We start with Scheme 1; i.e.

,

the conditional densities used in the expressions that follow are based on the joint

density g(y\r, 6
,
a)g(r\0, a)iv(0)u)(a) that is now based on a proper u(a). First

note that

g(r\0',y):= g(r,a\0',y)da = g(r\6',ot,y)g{a\& ,y)da.
J R-|- J M-j.

But

g(a\0',y)= /
g(r,a\0' ,y)dr

dr
f g{y\r, 0\ a)g(r\0', a)n(0')uj(a)

JQ fm+ Iq 9(V lu 0'- Oi)g(r\G', a)-* (0')u(a)drda

fQ g(y,r\0',a)druj(a

)

= f(y\0')u(a)

Ir+ Iq 9(y> r\0', a)u(a)drda f(y\0') JR+ co(a)da
w(q:).

Therefore,

g(r\0',ot.,y)u(a) da . (3.23)
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Hence, Ku can be alternatively represented as

KU {O\0)

= f [ g(0\r,a",y)g(a"\r,y)da" [ g(r\0',a',y)u(a')da' dr.
J Q mJR+ _ M-)_

(3.24)

In Meng and van Dyk (1999) page 309 and van Dyk and Meng (2001) Lemma

1, the authors claim that the Markov chain corresponding to Scheme 1 (according

to us, it has transition kernel (3.24)) can be simulated by performing the following

steps: first draw cd from the prior o>(cd), and then draw r from g(r\0'
,
cd, y);

second draw cd' from the posterior g(a"\r, y), and then draw G from g(0\r, cd', y).

In other words, the following steps must be performed:

1. Draw q from f(q\0', y);

2. Draw cd from cn(cd);

3. Take r = Da>(q);

4. Draw 0 from g(0\r,y).

However, Meng and van Dyk did not provide the transition kernel for their Markov

chain which makes it harder to understand their idea. To see that van Dyk and

Meng’s and our description agree, first notice the simple fact that if we need a draw

from f(g) = Jx f(x,y)dx, we can first get x ~ f{pc) and then y f(y\x), and

the resulting y is marginally from f(y). Now notice that conditionally on a'
,
the

variable r obtained in step 3 has density f(D~i
L
(r)\0',y)Ja/(r), where

Ja'{r)
dDj(r)

dr

Thus, the result of steps 1, 2 and 3 is a draw from JR+ f{Da}{r)\0\y)Ja'{r)uj{a
l

)da'.

But

f(ymf{q\o\y)
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and therefore

f(Dj(r)\G',y)ja>(r) =

g{y\r,0',ot')g{r\0',a')

f{y\D-}(r)^')f{D-}{r)\G')Ja,{r)

f{y\o')

Thus, the final result after step 3 is a draw from

f(y

\

6')

= g{r\G',a.',y).

(3.25)

f f(Dj(r)\G',y)Ja>(r)uj(a
,

)da
, = [ g{r\G', a', y)u(a')da'.

JR+ JR+

This combined with step 4 makes it crystal clear that the two definitions of the

transition kernel under Scheme 1 agree.

We now briefly discuss the same issue but for Scheme 2. As noted in van Dyk

and Meng (2001), Ama can be described similarly to what we did in Scheme 1. For

any fixed a' G R+ perform the following steps:

1. Draw q from f(q\G', y)',

2. Take r = Da>(q);

3. Draw G from fR g*(G, a|r, y)da.

Similarly to (3.25), the result of steps 1 and 2 above is a draw from g*(r\G'
,
a', y).

Therefore, our definition for Scheme 2 agrees with the above.

We now address the question about the stationary distribution of 4>ma-

There are problems with van Dyk and Meng’s results concerning the invariance

of f(G\y) for <f>^A and these are described now. Since these authors never defined

their Markov chains with transition kernels, we start by first restating their main

result. As can be seen afterwards, this result might not even be true. The following

theorem is an attempt to rigorously state Lemma 1 from van Dyk and Meng

(
2001 ).

Theorem 3.2. Assume the condition of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied and let

Kma{Q\ 0') he the transition kernel of $*MA when implementing Scheme 2 under

an improper prior cu(a) and let kmme') be the transition kernel of $ma when
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implementing Scheme 1 under the proper prior ujm (a)
,
where m E N. Define

(6 air v) = 0, a)g(r\0, a)n(0)um (a)

Je JR+ g(y\r,G,a)g(r\e,a)TT(9)ojm(a)dadO

and, similarly,

t
Ig \ .= 9(y\r

, 0, a)g(r\0, a)n (9)um (a)

JQ JR+ g(y\r,d,a)g(r\e,a)TT(G)um(a)dadr

If the limit limm_oo gm (d
,
a|r, y) exists and

lim gm (0,a\r,y) = g*(0,a\r,y),
ra— oo

where g*(6,a\r,y) is calculated using the improper prior u (a), then

km{9\0') —> Kma(9\0') asm —» oo,

implying that the stationary distribution of &*MA is f(0\y).

The fact that k^dlO') Kma{G\G') as m —* oo implies that f(0\y) is

invariant for Kma, follows from Liu and Wu’s Lemma 1, which we restate here for

reference.

Lemma 3.2 (Liu and Wu). Suppose that Km (y\x) is a sequence of

Markov transition functions, all having n(x) as invariant density. If K(y\x) :=

linim^oo Km (y \x) is a proper transition function, then ir is an invariant density of

K.

If true, Theorem 3.2 would provide justification for the use of the improper

prior lo(a). Unfortunately, the “proof” of van Dyk and Meng has some gaps. More

specifically, notice the following

km{0\0') := f grn (G\r,y)gm {r\0',y)dr
JQ.

~ gm{0,Oi\r,y)gm (r\0',y)dadr
JO. JK-u
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and by equation (3.23)

km(d\e') = [ [ gm (0,a\r,y) f g(r\0 '
,
a'^^(a^da'dadr

J0 J]R_l JR+

g{y\r, 9, a)g{r\0 ,
a)7r(0)a;m (a;)

Iq L+ L+ fe fR+ 9(y\r ,
a)g{r\9, a)n{9)u

>

m(a)dad0

= f [ [ g*(0,a\r,y)g*(,r\0',a',y)x
Jo Jr, Jr,

g(r\9\ a'
,
y)um {a.')da!dadr

x
’u;m (a) IelR+

9(y\r,9,a)g(r \9, ct)rr(9)(jj(a)dad9

_

u
(
a

) fe Ir+ 9(y\r >
&> a)9(r \

9, a)ir(9)L0m(a)dad9
u>m (a')da'dadr.

Thus, it is clear that the assumptions of the theorem do not concern the conver-

gence of the integral over Q, but only the convergence of its integrand. Assuming

that uJm(cc) -> u(a) as m —>• oo (which van Dyk and Meng never say in their

theorem) in conjunction with the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 can only be used

to conclude that the limit of the quantity in the square brackets is 1. Even under

some regularity conditions, that would allow us to pass the limit inside the integral,

the only thing that can be concluded is that

km (0\O') —* f
j j

g*(6,a\r,y)g*(r\6’,a',y)uj(a
,

)da'dadr = oo asm
JQ Jr.\-

00 .

Meng and van Dyk (1999) provide other “checkable” and even more obscure

conditions (Lemma 3 and Theorem 2) “ensuring” that d>^A is a positive recurrent

Markov chain with f(9\y) as its unique invariant density. However, we do not

pursue them any further. Instead, we will point out to another problem with their

Lemma 1.

3.6 Other Problems with van Dyk and Meng’s Lemma 1

We conclude this chapter with an interesting question that arises when work-

ing with sequences of random vectors. The question is whether the convergence

of the joint densities implies convergence of the corresponding marginal densities.

Here we show that in general this is not true and give an example to illustrate

that. The reason we are interested in this question is because in van Dyk and
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Meng’s (2001) “proof” of their Lemma 1 on page 10, the authors claim that

the convergence of gm(6\r,y )
to g(0\r,y) follows from their assumption that

gm (0, ol\ r, y) —> g(0, a\r, y) as m —* oo. Here we show that this is not true.

Lemma 3.3. Let (Xn ,
Yn ), n = 1, 2, . . . be a sequence of random vectors with

values in ST x y and densities fn (x,y),n = 1,2,... (with respect to the Lebesgue

measure). Suppose that

fn (x, y) -> f(x, y), V (x, t/)ef x ^ as n -> oo,

where f(x,y) is a density on 3£ x y. Then

liminf
/ fn (x,y)dy = / f(x,y)dy a.s.

n-+0° Jy Jy

Proof. By Fatou’s lemma we have

liminf / fn(x,y)dy> /
liminf fn (x,y)dy = / f(x,y)dy,

n->°° Jy Jy Jy

for any x £ 3C

.

Applying Fatou’s lemma again we obtain

/
liminf / fn (x, y)dydx < liminf / / fn(x,y)dydx= 1.

./.ser
n^°° iy n->°° Jar Jy

On the other hand, from (3.26) it follows

/ liminf
/ fn(x,y)dydx > / / f(x,y)dydx = l,

Jar n_>°° Jy Jar Jy

and thus,

ix = 1

dx = 0.

(3.26)

/ liminf / fn (x,y)dyda
Jar n^°° Jy

/
liminf

/ fn (x,y)dy - / f(x,y)dy
Jx L

n-*°° Jy Jy

But by (3.26) the integrand is a non-negative function and therefore we must have

liminf
/ fn (x,y)dy = / f{x,y)dy a.s.

n~>°° Jy Jy
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The following example shows that without further assumptions, there is no

guarantee that the marginal densities even converge, much less that they converge

to the desired limit.

Example 3.3: Let n £ N \ {1} and for k £ Nn define the following sequence of

bivariate densities:

fnk{x,y) = n~^IBjik (x,y) +
n<2
_-IBll \Bnk (x,y),

where

Bnk = (

(

x
, y) El2

:
-—- <x <-,0 <y <-

[
n n n

For n = 1 simply take fn(x,y) = Ibh(x, y) which is the uniform density on the

unit square.

Now consider the sequence /i(x, y), /2 (x, y), /s(x, y), f^(x, y), . .

.

which is

obtained by re-enumerating fn (x, y), /2i(x, y), /22 (x, y), /3i(x, y), . . .

.

Since for any

particular (x, y) £ Bn eventually as n gets large, (x, y) £ B\\ \ Bnk, V k = 1, . .
.

,

n,

it is clear that

/n(x, y) -» /ii(x, y), V (x, y) £ Bn as n -»• oo.

On the other hand the marginal densities

9nk{x)= [ fnk (x, y)dy =
U +™

Ifh=i fci(x) +
U

2

do not converge to any version of the uniform density on the unit interval. More-

over, limsupn_>00 5f„(x) = oo for all 0 < x < 1 even though liminf^oo gn (x) =

/(o,i] (x) as h is expected to be based on Lemma 1, where the sequence {gn (x)} is

obtained from the sequence {gnk(x)} the same way as {fn (x,y)} from {fnk(x , y)}.

To see this, let x € (0, 1] and notice that for every n = 1,2,... there is a

k £ {1, . .
.

,

n) such that < x < d and this k is given by k = \nx] . Therefore
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the subsequence gn \nx \(x) —> oo as n —> oo. The result about liminfn_>00 5
,

n (x) is

obtained similarly.

The question we answer in the next chapter is “How fast do 4>
AIA for the

multivariate Student’s t problem converge?” The Markov chain theory described

in Section 4.2 will allow us to formulate and then answer a more precise version of

this question.



CHAPTER 4

GEOMETRIC ERGODICITY OF FOR THE MULTIVARIATE
STUDENT’S t PROBLEM

4.1 Introduction

Meng and van Dyk (1999) suggested that MA with an improper prior could

be applied to the univariate version of the Student’s t problem (

d

= 1), and

van Dyk and Meng (2001) extended this to the multivariate case. These authors

provided considerable empirical evidence suggesting that this new algorithm

converges much faster than the standard data augmentation algorithm. However,

they stopped short of formally proving anything about the convergence rate of the

underlying marginal chain. In a discussion of van Dyk and Meng (2001), Hobert

(2001a) showed that when d = 1 and n = 2, the marginal chain converges to

stationarity at a geometric rate; that is, the chain is geometrically ergodic (Meyn

and Tweedie, 1993, Chapter 15). In this chapter, we extend Hobert’s results to the

case d > 1 and n > 2. This is the first general, rigorous analysis of an MCMC

algorithm based on a non-positive recurrent Markov chain.

There are two important practical applications of the results established

in this chapter. First, if geometric ergodicity is established through drift and

minorization conditions, as it is here, then formulas like those of Rosenthal (1995)

and Roberts and Tweedie (1999) can be used to calculate an appropriate burn-in

before sampling begins. In other words, given a starting value for the Markov

chain, one can calculate an exact upper bound on the number of iterations required

to get the total variation distance to stationarity below a pre-specified level.

Second, geometric ergodicity implies the existence of central limit theorems that

can be used to assess the Monte Carlo error of estimates of posterior quantities

55
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of interest. This assessment can be carried out in a number of ways including

regenerative simulation (Mykland, Tierney and Yu, 1995; Hobert, Jones, Presnell

and Rosenthal, 2002) and time series-type methods (Geyer, 1992; Chan and

Geyer, 1994).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The necessary Markov chain

background is provided in Section 4.2. The main results are given in Section 4.3

and they are applied to a simple illustrative example in Section 4.4. Finally, some

concluding remarks are given in Section 4.5.

4.2 Markov Chain Background

In this section we give some basic definitions and then briefly describe what

drift and minorization conditions are and how they can be used to establish

geometric convergence of Markov chains. For a more general discussion of the ideas

described in this section, see Jones and Hobert (2001). Let

X = TOS,

be a time-homogeneous discrete-time Markov chain defined on the probability space

(fl, Pr) that takes values in the measurable state space (Y, 3§). For t 6 N,

let Pt
(x

,
A) be the t-step transition kernel

1
for X; that is, for all x G X and all

A E 3$,

P\x, A) = Pv(Xs+t e H|XS = x) V s € {0, 1, 2, . .

.

}.

The following definitions can be found, for example, in Nummelin (1984)

or Meyn and Tweedie (1993), but we state them here for completeness of the

exposition.

1 The superscript will be omitted when t = 1
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Definition 4.1. The Markov chain X is called 7-irreducible if there exists a

measure 7 on 38 such that, whenever 7(A) > 0, we have

L(x, A) > 0 V x E X,

where

L(x, A) Pr(X ever enters A\X0 = x ).

Definition 4.2. If it is a a-finite measure on £8 such that

7v(A) = f P(x
,
A)Tr(dx) V A E £#,

Jx

then 7r is called an invariant measure for the Markov chain X

.

Definition 4.3. The tt

-

irreducible Markov chain X is periodic if there exist an

integer d > 2 and a collection {Ao, Ai, . .
.

,

Ad- 1} of nonempty and disjoint subsets

in £§ such that, for all i = 0, . .

.

,
d — 1 and all x G Ai,

P(x, Aj) — 1 forj = 7 + 1 mod d.

Otherwise, X is called aperiodic.

For the rest of the section, let £§+ := {A E : n(A) > 0}.

Definition 4.4. The Markov chain X is called Harris recurrent if it is

7T -irreducible and for every set A E £§+ ,

PifrjA — oo|X0 = x) = 1 V x E A,

where the occupation time random variable, rjA '= Ia{Xu), counts the number

of visits to the set A.

We will say that a Markov chain satisfies the usual regularity conditions if it:

(a) possesses an invariant probability measure 7r;

(b) is 7r-irreducible;

(c) is aperiodic; and
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(d) is Harris recurrent.

Under the usual regularity conditions, for every x G A, we have the following limit

for the total variation distance between Pt
(x, •) and 7r(-):

sup \P
t
(x, A) — 7t(A)| =: ||P‘(x, •) — 7r(-)

||

— 0 as t —> oo .

If this convergence takes place at a geometric rate; that is, if there exist a constant

0 < (j> < 1 and a function M : X —
> [0, oo) such that for any x € A,

•)-*(•) II
< M{x)<f>

t

for all t G N, then X is said to be geometrically ergodic.

One method of proving that X is geometrically ergodic and, simultaneously,

getting an upper bound on M(x) ft is by establishing drift and minorization

conditions. There are several ways to do this (Meyn and Tweedie, 1994; Rosenthal,

1995; Roberts and Tweedie, 1999). The version we describe here is based on the

work of Rosenthal (1995). A drift condition holds if for some function

V : A —
» [0, oo),

and some constants A G (0, 1) and L G R

PV(x) < \V(x) + L V rr 6 A
,

where

PV(x):= f V(y)P(x, dy).
Jx

An associated minorization condition holds if for some probability measure H on SB

and some e > 0

P(x, A) > eH(A) WxeS VdeJ,

where S := {x € X : V{x) < 1} with l being any number larger than 2L/(1 — A).

Together, drift and minorization imply that X is geometrically ergodic, and once
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drift and minorization conditions are established, Theorem 12 from Rosenthal

(1995) gives a formula for calculating an upper bound on M(x) <p
t

. This bound can

be used to compute a sufficiently large burn-in (see Section 4.4 for an example).

4.3 Multivariate Student’s t Problem

We now establish drift and minorization (and hence geometric ergodicity) for

van Dyk and Meng’s (2001) MA algorithm for the general multivariate Student’s t

problem described at the beginning of Section 2.1. The algorithm is based on the

multivariate analogue of (3.19). Conditional on (/u, £,«), let
(Vj,qj ), j € be iid

pairs satisfying the relations

2/, |9j>/b£,a ~ Nd (/x,—
)

V Qj J
(4.1)

We take the prior on (/x,S,a) to be 7r(/z, S) u{a), where 7r(/x, £) = |£| 2“ and

cj(q:) = CK
_ 1

/(0,oo)(«)- Let

and

9*(q |/x,S,a,j/) :=

g*(n,'Z,a\q,y) :=

g*(q,^^,a\y)

fMn g*(q,/J,i:,a\y)dq'

ff*(q,t*,E,a\y)

(4.2)

(4.3)

fs JiRd 9 (*?; AT ot\y)dfid'sdoc

be the “conditional densities” based on (4.1). As in Subsection 3.3, these are

legitimate densities despite the fact that the posterior g*(q
,
/x, E, a\ y), based on

(4.1), is improper. As a matter of fact we can even derive the explicit distribution

of (4.2) and (4.3). First,

qj\n, ~ T
v + d (y -/x) TE \yj -fi) + u

2a
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independently for j = 1
,

,n. Furthermore, it is easy to identify all the condition-

als in the decomposition

9*(p, <x\q
, y) = |S, a, g, y) g*(£|a, g, 2/) g*(a|g, y) .

Indeed,

A*|S,a, g, 2/ ~ Nd

S|a,g,y ~ IWd A)(3/j

and

1

(nv uq.\

where /i = g.
_1 ^"=1 q3y3

and by X Os-/ IWp (fc, A) we mean that the p x p

random matrix X has Inverse Wishart distribution (see; e.g. Mardia, Kent and

Bibby, 1979) with density

IX
fc+p+i tr(A~ 1X~ 1

)

2 e
/lWp

(X, k, A)
P(P-U I

,
|

fc T~rp p/l/, ,

'

2 2 7T 4 |A| 2 lliLi F (2 (A: 4- 1 — «))

It is straightforward to show that everything from the univariate case, described

in Example 3.1, follows through; that is, we can use the conditionals in (4.2) and

(4.3) to construct a non-positive recurrent two-variable Gibbs sampler that has a

marginal chain

^MA = Si)}i=0,l,2,... ,

which satisfies the usual regularity conditions and has (2.1) as its invariant density.

The Markov transition density of is

Ky(^,'E\n\'E')= f f £, ot\q, y) £\ a', y) dq da ,

JR+ JR"

where a! can be taken to be any positive number.

We now prove a lemma that will be needed in establishing the drift condition.
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Lemma 4.1. Let A be an m x m positive definite matrix. Then

xT (xxT + A)~ lx <1 V x € Rm .

Proof. Applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula (see, for example,

Golub and Van Loan (1989), page 51) we obtain

(xxT + A)- 1 = A~ l - A-1
cc(l + xtA~ 1x)- 1xtA- 1

.

Therefore,

xJ {xxT + A) 1x = xJA 1x

—

xTA 1xxTA-lx

1 + xTA-l
= t

x i t t It t
< 1

,

where t — xTA~ lx > 0, since A is positive definite.

The following result yields the drift condition:

Theorem 4.1. Define

va,/, £) = J>. - Ts-T, - M).

i=

1

If nv > 2 and u T d > 2 then

(n - 1 )

2
{y T d)

PVV,£')< Tr/ ,
ndu nv(n — l)(nv + nd — 2)

V(n',H') + - T v ;v

(nv — 2)(v T d — 2)
’ nv — 2 (nv — 2)(v T d — 2)

Proof. We will evaluate the expectation of the drift function using several

layers of iterated expectations:

PV(fi', S') = E[E(V(ax, S)| q, y)\fx', S', y]

= e|e[E(V(/x, S)|o, q, y)\q , y\
|
M', S', y]

= E ^e|e [E(V(/r, S)|S, a, q, 2/)|o!, q, j/] \q,y}

The expectation on the left-hand side is with respect to the Markov transition

density Ky (fx ,
S|/z', S') and the first equality follows from the properties of the
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Gibbs sampler. The other two equalities are nothing more than the usual iterated

expectation.

Starting with the innermost expectation, we obtain

E[V(^,S)| H,a,q,y]

n

= Et(^ ~ A*)
T^_1

(2/i
- a0|£> a, y ]

i— 1

n

= _
0i"S~V ~ y a, q , y

}

i=

1

n
2=1 2=1 2= 1

pJT, 1
/i + tr^S

= 5I(^-A)
T£ 1

(y i -A) +
nda

2=1

Now if X ~ IWp (fc, A), then X-1 ~ Wishartp (fc, A) and EX -1 = kA (see, for

example, Mardia et al. (1979), page 85). Thus,

nda
f

i=

1

E [V(n,J:)\a,q,y} = + ^(y* - A)
TE (E ^aqg.y) (y* - A)

nda
+ a{n — 1) ^(y, - A)

T

2=1

- A)(yj - A)
T

.i=i

(3/i
— A)-

Since i/n > 2, conditional on (qr, y), ct has a finite mean given by E(a|qr, y) =

Therefore

nd
E['E(/u, E)| q,y] = — E(a\q,y)

n

+ {n- l)E(a|q, y) J^(y t
- A)

2=1

1 “I

^Qjiyj - A){Vj - A)
T

j=i
(i/i - A)

(4.4)

ndu u(n — 1) v^,=
o +

— TT^L “ A*)nu — 2 nv — 2

T

i=l

^Qjiyj - y){y3
- A)

.j=i

T
(i/< - A)-

Now, we need a bound for the quantity

9- J^(yi - A)
2=1

“1 “I

A)(2/j- A)
.i=i

(»i - A)

,

(4.5)
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which is obtained by applying Lemma 4.1 to the zth component in (4.5) as follows

-\T
(Vi

~ A) '52 qj(yj
~

A)(l/j - A)
T

.3=

1

(y i

~
A)

T~

-i

(s/i - A)

ft
^riyj

- A ) (Vj - A)
t + (2/i - A)(y* - A)“ 0,

-i

(y* - A) < -7 •

Q.i

Therefore from (4.4) we obtain that

ndu u(n — 1)
E[V(/z,£)|q,y]<

Finally,

^ 1 ndu u(n — 1)

q.y - = rH— rU
L ^ Cl: 711/nu — 2 nu — 2 ' a; nu — 2 nu — 2
*=i

^

*

+££ 9j

. ,
" qi

i=i

E„[V(f*. S)|/4 S']

ndi/ z/(n — 1)
< + — -

nu — 2 nu — 2

ndi/ — 1)< + —
nu — 2 nu — 2

^ + d ST' (g/i ~ Aa/ )

T
(^'

/

) Hl/i — Ap + fc'

* + d - 2£ (Vj - MoT (s')- 1
(yj - /*') + *

^^E ((v,-iOW (yi -iO^) +
v 7

i=

1

n

and some rearrangement yields the result.

Remark 4.1. This result agrees perfectly with Hobert’s (2001a) result in the

case where d = 1 and n = 2.

Remark 4.2. 2l similar result was obtained by Jones (2001) for the case

d = 1, but our result is uniformly better in the sense that our coefficient in front of

V (/a', a') is always smaller and doesn’t depend on the data.

The last thing we need is the minorization condition. The following is a

straightforward generalization of the minorization developed in Hobert (2001a).

Theorem 4.2. Fix l > 0 and let S = { (/x, S) : V(/u, S) < l}. Then the Markov

transition density S|/z', S') satisfies the following minorization condition

Ky(n,'Z\ ti\'£')>eh(fx,'Z\y) V (//, S') G S,
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where the density h(/x
, £|y) is given by

h(^, £|y)=/ /
g*(fi,T,,a\q,y)

Jo JK?

g(Qi)

.Elr 9(t) dt
dqda

,

e = (/0
°° g(t) dt)

n
and the function g(-) is given by

is + d v + 1

9{q) = r
(

V
~yl

^ ^W )(<?) + r
2 ’ 2

i 9 )
-^(q*,oo)(?))

where r(a, 6; x) denotes the Gamma density with parameters a and b evaluated at

the point x and q* = ^ log (l + £)

.

Together, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 show that for many
(
d,u,n

)
triples, 4>^A is

geometrically ergodic. We state this as a corollary.

Corollary 4.1. The Markov chain $*
MA is geometrically ergodic if nv > 2,

v + d > 2 and

(n - 1 )

2
{y + d)

(ms — 2)(is + d — 2)

When is > 2, condition (4.6) is satisfied for

(4.6)

is
2 + vd + 2d + y/(is + d — 2 )[d(is

2 + 4is — 8) + is(is + 4)(^ — 2)]

2(is + d)

Roughly speaking, all the conditions of Corollary 4.1 hold when n < v if d > 2 and

when n < is — 1 if d = 1.

Of course, ideally, we would like to be able to say that <f>^A is geometrically

ergodic for all
(
d

,
is, n) triples such that d > 1, is > 0 and n > d + 1. The

most restrictive of the three conditions in Corollary 4.1 is clearly (4.6) which is

a direct result of the upper bound we use for the quantity (4.5) in the proof of

Theorem 4.1. (Note that up until this point in the proof, all of the expectations are

evaluated exactly.) Our experience suggests that finding a closed form expression

for the expectation of (4.5) is impossible. Furthermore, alternative upper bounds

that one might consider using are either not as sharp or have other undesirable

consequences. For example, note that our bound on (4.5) holds uniformly in y. If
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a bound depending on y is utilized, then the coefficient in front of V (/z', S') in the

drift condition will also depend on y. This could lead to the unfortunate situation

where the sufficient conditions for geometric convergence of the Markov chain

actually depend on the data. It is our belief that a substantial improvement on

Theorem 4.1 will likely require the use of a different drift function, P(/z, S), which

basically means starting over from square one.

Amazingly, the standard DA algorithm is also geometrically ergodic. We prove

this fact in the next theorem which is an analog of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.3. Let V(/z, S) be defined as in Theorem 4-1- If v + d> 2 then

Ey [v(^r.w, £,']<
n + d —

v + d —
lvV,E') +

n(n + d — 1 )u

v + d — 2

where £y [-|*] is with respect to the Markov transition density of the standard DA

chain.

Proof. It is easy to check that for the standard DA we have the following

facts. First,

fv + d (2/y

V
2

1

{yj +

independently for j — 1, ...,n. Second,

~ Nd A,
—
T

and

S| q,y ~ lWd

Now we have that

-l

n ~ ~ P)
T

. 3=

1

Ey [V(ta, S)|/x', S'] = E[E(V(/x, S)|q, y) |/x', S', y]

= e{e[E(P(m, S)|S, q, y)\q , y\ |/x'. S', y}.
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Skipping some of the details we obtain

E[l/(^,£)|<7,:y] = — + (n-l)^(yi- A)
i=i

n -1

- A)(Vj - A)
-j=l

T
(i/i - A)

Now using the fact that q.~ l <
£ Y^i=\ Qi

1 as we^ as the results established earlier

in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have

E[V(n,'Z)\q
1 y] < (n + d - 1)^ — .

i=i
9i

Finally,

EyM* S)!m', S'] < "tl-1£ [(V ,
- M')

T
(S')-‘(»

i - m') + *]

,

i=l

and some rearrangement yields the result.

The above theorem combined with the fact that Theorem 4.2 also applies to

standard DA shows that the standard DA algorithm is also geometrically ergodic.

4.4 Numerical Example

Suppose that d = 2, u = 10, n = 3 and that the data are: y 1 = (—5, — 2)
T

,

y2
— (1,5)

t
, y3 = (— 10, 4)

T
. In this section, we will use our results in conjunction

with Theorem 12 from Rosenthal (1995) to calculate sufficient burn-in for $^IA and

for the standard DA algorithm. We will also take advantage of the fact that it is

possible to get iid samples from the target in this particular case (see Section 2.2)

to examine empirically how long it takes for the Markov chains to converge.

For Theorem 4.1 yields

Ey[V(y, S)
|

/*', S'] < AVV, S') + L = ^V(/z', S') + y

.

In order to apply Rosenthal’s Theorem 12, we need to choose an l > « 22.76

and an r G (0, 1). Taking l = 27.241 and r = 0.04 leads to q* ~ 0.58 and this yields

e ~ 0.00158. Finally, suppose we start the chain with /*0 = (0, 0)
T and Eq = I.
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Then our Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in conjunction with Rosenthal’s Theorem 12 yield

|| i*[(/x0 ,
S 0 ), •]

- 7r(-|y)|| < (0.9999368199)* + (183.3793103)(0.9996034577)‘

,

where P^[(/x0 ,
S 0 ), ] denotes the t-step Markov transition kernel corresponding to

and 7r(-|y) denotes the probability measure corresponding to (2.1). It is easy

to verify that

||P
y
47415

[(^0,S o),-]-7r(-|y)||<0.05.

Hence, a burn-in of 47,415 iterations for 4>mA is more than enough. To put this

in perspective, it takes about a minute to run 1,000,000 iterations of this Markov

chain (on a slow laptop).

The reader may wonder how we chose these particular values for / and r.

Because Rosenthal’s bound holds for all l > 2L/(1 — A) and all r E (0, 1), the

user is free to choose the values that lead to the smallest upper bound. In our

applications, we simply used a grid-search to find the (approximate) minimizers.

For the standard DA algorithm, Theorem 4.3 yields

E„[y(M ,
S)|/x', S'] < |VV, S') + 12 .

Taking l = 46.017 and r = 0.019 (and starting the chain at the same initial values

as the MA chain) yields

||i?y(M0 ,
S0 ), •]

- tt(-|j/)|| < (0.999998668)* + 23(0.9999831867)*
,

where Ry[(/z0 ,
£0 ), •] is the t-step Markov transition kernel corresponding to the

standard DA algorithm. In this case, we need 2,249,050 iterations to get the total

variation distance below 0.05. That’s nearly 50 times as many as are needed for

$ma!

It is tempting to conclude from this comparison that, in this particular case,

^ma converges faster than the Markov chain underlying standard DA . Keep in
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mind, however, that we are comparing two upper bounds. It is still possible, albeit

unlikely, that standard DA gets within 0.05 of the stationary distribution sooner

than $ma- (See Jones and Hobert (2004) for some general discussion along these

lines.)

Recall that n is exactly equal to d + 1 in the example we are considering and

hence it is possible to make iid draws from 7r(-| y) in this particular case. Thus,

for fixed t, we can compare 7r(-|y), Py[(fJ-0 ,
S0 ), •] and Ry[(pi0 ,

S 0 ), •] empirically

through random samples generated from the three distributions. A method of

drawing a random sample from 7r(-|y) is given in Section 2.2. Making iid draws

from Py[(li0 ,
S0 ), •] and i?y[(/Lt0 ,

S 0 ), ] is simple - just run independent copies of

the Markov chains (starting each at (/x0 , So)) and take the fth iteration of each

chain.

We simulated random samples of size 10
6 from 7r(-|y), T^[(/x0 ,

S0 ), •],

Fy[(/x0 ,
S0 ), ], and Py°[(fx0 ,

S0 ), •] as well as the corresponding distributions

under standard DA. The 5-dimensional samples are compared on the basis of three

univariate quantities: yi, (the first diagonal element of S) and <ri 2 (the off-

diagonal element of S). The univariate comparisons are made via density estimates

calculated using the density () command in the R programming language (under

the default settings). The results are shown in Figure 4-1. These plots suggest that

the standard DA algorithm takes a bit longer to converge than and that both

algorithms have converged after about 10 iterations. Thus, the empirical results

suggest that the burn-ins calculated above are extremely conservative. It should be

kept in mind, however, that nothing conclusive about the total variation distance

(between the 5-dimensional distributions) can be said based on such empirical

comparisons.
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^

1

cr12

10

Figure 4-1: Empirical comparison of Markov chains and the target

From left to right, the three columns correspond to the parameters /xi, cri and oyi-

From top to bottom, the three rows correspond to 1 iteration, 3 iterations and 10

iterations. Each plot contains three density estimates and each density estimate is

based on a random sample of size 106 . The solid line, dashed line and dots corre-

spond to the iid sample, 4>mA and the standard DA algorithm, respectively. Since

“iterations” are irrelevant for the iid sample, the same density estimate is shown in

each column for the iid case.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks

The results in Section 4.4 contribute to mounting evidence that upper bounds

on the total variation distance calculated using Rosenthal’s (1995) Theorem 12 (or

the related results of Roberts and Tweedie (1999)) are typically very conservative.

Indeed, Rosenthal (1995, Example 1) demonstrated such conservatism in the

context of a simple Markov chain whose exact convergence rate is known. In the

Rejoinder of van Dyk and Meng (2001), an empirical estimator of total variation

distance was used to show that the amount of burn-in suggested by Hobert (2001a)

(calculated using Rosenthal’s (1995) Theorem 12) is probably much more than is

actually needed. By applying both the techniques of Roberts and Tweedie (1999)

and those of Rosenthal (1995) in the same example, Jones and Hobert (2004)

illustrated the potential conservativeness of results based on Roberts and Tweedie ’s

(1999) techniques.

On the other hand, suppose that one of these techniques is applied in a

particular situation (where it is impossible to sample directly from the target)

and the result is that n iterations is a sufficient burn-in. Even if we believe (say,

because of the mounting evidence alluded to above) that n is probably much larger

than is actually necessary, there is no harm in burning in n iterations, unless this is

simply too time consuming. Thus, from a “better safe than sorry” standpoint, even

an extremely conservative upper bound on the necessary amount of burn-in can be

useful.

We conclude with a few comments regarding a possible generalization of our

results. The basic DA algorithm underlying all of the results in this dissertation

is based on the fact that the location-scale Student’s t density can be written as a

mixture of normals. For example, the d-variate Student’s t density with u degrees
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of freedom, ftv ,
can be written as

ftM= [ (2tt)~% q% e-^ dG(q)
, (4.7)

JR+

where G is the Gamma(i//2,y/2) distribution function. Now consider a more

general problem where the data come from a density having the same form as

(4.7), but where G is the distribution function of any positive random variable.

Bayesian regression models with errors of this form have been studied by many

authors including West (1984), Liu (1996) and Fernandez and Steel (1999, 2000).

Perhaps general versions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 could be developed to handle this

problem.
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